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ABSTRACT 
This report  descr ibes  r e s e a r c h  work done under Contract No. DA-25 
-075-eng-3866 with the U. S. Army,  Corps of Engineers,  Missouri  River 
Division, Cmaha, during the period 1954-1957, on problems of suspended 
load t ranspor t  in alluvial s t r e a m s .  
A total of 94 experimental runs were  made in two laboratory f lumes 
charged with fine sand of seve ra l  s ize distributions. Special attention was 
given to the variation of the friction factor  caused by the changing bed con- 
figuration and the damping effect of suspended sediment. The relationship 
between the sediment transportation r a t e  and the hydraulic variables was 
a l so  investigated. Most of the runs (General Studies, Chap. V) were made 
with the bed of the flume completely covered with loose sand but some 
special  runs (Special Studies, Chap. VII) were  made with the sand bed 
chemically solidified in place to prevent sediment t ranspor t  while p r e s e r v -  
ing the bed configuration previously generated by a natural flow of the same 
velocity with loose sand. The principal laboratory resu l t s  a r e  a s  follows: 
1 .  The friction factor f for  a s t r eam with a movable sand bed 
may vary seve ra l  fold, being highest a t  low o r  medium flow 
velocities and lowest a t  high velocity. 
2.  The principal cause of the variation in f i s  the appearance 
of dunes a t  low o r  medium velocities and disappearance at 
high velocities. 
3. A secondary cause for the reduction in f for  high sediment 
t ranspor t  r a t e s  i s  the damping effect of the susperided sedi-  
ment  on the turbulence, and the concomitant reduction in  
the turbulent diffusion coefficients. The maximum observed 
reduction due direct ly  to  the sediment load was only about 
28 percent.  
4. The discharge and sediment transportation ra te  a r e  not 
unique functions of depth and slope because of the variable 
roughness.  Slope (or  shear )  must  probably be considered 
a dependent variable fo r  alluvial  s t r e a m s  because severa l  
equilibrium flows can yield the same slope and shear  
s t r e s s .  
The laboratory data a r e  compared with s imi lar  data for  natural 
s t r e a m s ,  and the most  promising existing analyses for  roughness and sedi -  
ment load a r e  discussed in the light of the present  findings. In addition, a 
c r i t ica l  review of ea r ly  and recent  l i te ra ture  on the res i s tance  of sediment- 
laden s t r e a m s  i s  presented in Chapter 11. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This repor t  descr ibes  some sediment transportation studies made 
in two laboratory f lumes charged with fine sand. The sediment was fine 
enough to be t ransported pr imar i ly  a s  suspended load, with the bed being 
movable s o  that under cer ta in  conditions dunes and b a r s  appeared. The 
r e s e a r c h  was c a r r i e d  out under Contract No. DA-25-075-eng-3866 with 
the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers,  Missouri  River  Division, Omaha, 
Nebraska, and this repor t  i s  the final one fo r  the sponsor.  
A .  The Prob lems  
In natural alluvial  s t r e a m s  with loose beds of sand there  a r e  two 
major  unsolved problems facing r i v e r  engineers: how can the channel 
roughness be predicted inasmuch a s  i t  var ies  with the bed configuration 
and the amount of sediment load; and how can the r a t e  of sediment t r a n s -  
por t  be predicted from the flow conditions? While i t  may be said that fo r  
any given s t r eam these quantities can  be measured ,  nevertheless  i t  i s  
vital for  engineers to be able to  solve these problems when man-made 
changes in the s t r eam regimen a r e  being planned, such a s  fo r  flood con- 
t ro l ,  power, navigation and water  supply. The r e s e a r c h  conducted i n  the 
laboratory f lumes was directed a t  these two problems. Because of the 
extreme complexity of them, the problems a r e  s t i l l  by no means solved, 
but the resu l t s  reported herein should increase  the engineer 's  general 
under standing of the p rocesses  involved. 
The res i s tance  to  flow of c l ea r  water  in a channel with fixed bounda- 
r i e s  has  been studied extensively and can  be predicted with a sat isfactory 
degree of certainty.  Values of f r ic t ion fac tors  to  be used in  the flow equa- 
tions such a s  the Manning o r  Darcy-Weisbach formulas  have been de te r -  
mined and a r e  given in  reference works on hydraulics a s  a function of the 
texture o r  roughness of the channel walls and the Reynolds number.  
However, when a s t r eam has  a movable bed, and sediment i s  being 
t ransported,  the problem of determining the resis tance is much m o r e  
complicated than in  the simple c a s e  of c l ea r  water flowing in a channel 
with fixed walls. Observations have shown that the friction fac tors  for  
such sediment-bearing o r  alluvial s t r e a m s  vary over appreciable ranges .  
However, the problem has  not been studied sufficiently to enable hydraulic 
engineers to predict  a friction factor  for  given conditions. 
The fact that the fr ic t ion fac tors  for  alluvial s t r e a m s  vary has been 
known for  a long t ime.  Despite this ,  the problem is not discussed a t  any 
length in the l i te ra ture ,  and textbooks a r e  par t icular ly silent on this point. 
This leaves a l l  but the expert  in this  field with the erroneous impress ion  
that the friction factor of s t r e a m s  i s  constant and can be determined once 
fo r  a l l  t ime. The lack of discussion in the l i te ra ture  of the resis tance of 
alluvial s t r e a m s  may be explained by the fact  that the problem i s  not well 
under stood, and information on i t  i s  often conflicting. F o r  instance, some 
evidence presented shows that the friction factor of a s t r eam inc reases  as  
the sediment load inc reases ,  while other evidence supports the opposite 
conclusion. 
The variation of roughness of sediment-laden s t r e a m s  i s  caused by 
two distinct processes :  (1)  appearance of dunes and b a r s  which may in-  
c r e a s e  the roughness seve ra l  fold because of the additional form res is tance  
of the bed; and (2)  the damping effect of the suspended sediment on the 
turbulence in the s t r eam tending to reduce the hydraulic roughness. Be- 
cause of these two opposing p rocesses ,  there  has  often been confusion about 
the effect of sediment load on roughness.  Indeed, it is very difficult to  
separate  the two effects because,  fo r  s t r e a m s  in  which a significant amount 
of bed ma te r i a l  i s  c a r r i e d  i n  suspension, the two p rocesses  a r e  always 
acting together, but with differing relative effects. F o r  example, in a 
sediment-laden s t r eam flowing a t  high velocity over a flat  bed of sand, the 
fr ic t ion factor o r  roughness coefficient will probably be lower than that fo r  
a c l ea r  flow over  a fixed bed of comparable grain roughness because of the 
damping effect of the suspended load. On the other hand, a t  a lower ve - 
locity with light suspended load, dunes m a y  grow, and the net resul t  will 
appear  to be a n  inc rease  in  the fr ic t ion factor over that fo r  a fixed f la t  bed 
of the same sand roughness. 
To investigate these two p rocesses  two kinds of experiments were  
made; these will be designated hereinafter as "General Studies" and 
"Special Studies". In the General  Studies the beds of the flumes were  
covered with sand, and the water  was circulated, allowing the sediment to  
be t ransported and the bed configuration to become adjustzd to the flows. 
]In other words,  i n  the General  Studies the flume was allowed to behave a s  
much a s  possible l ike a s t r eam (except for  fixed walls and s t raight  channel), 
and the hydraulic roughness was affected by both the processes  descr ibed 
above. 
In the Special Studies an  effort was made to separate  the two proces  - 
ses  in o rde r  to determine qualitatively their  relative o rde r  of magnitude. 
To accomplish this,  runs  were  made with suspended load and a movable 
bed, and then with c l ea r  water but with no change in  the bed configuration. 
This necessitated the development of a procedure fo r  solidifying a natural  
bed configuration in place s o  that the c l ea r  water  could be made to  flow 
over exactly the same bed a s  the sediment-laden flow. A comparison of 
friction fac tors  then showed direct ly  the damping effect of the sediment 
separately f rom the effect of changing bed configuration. 
The problem of determining the law of transportation of suspended 
sediment cannot be solved independently of the roughness problem. On 
any s t r eam the depth, velocity and shear  for  any discharge a r e  determined 
by the roughness, which itself depends on the sediment load. But, on the 
other hand, the sediment discharge is intimately related to  the depth and 
velocity; thus i t  is seen that the two problems a r e  closely interlocked and 
that they should, therefore,  be attacked simultaneously. This ,  in fact,  was 
the c a s e  for  a l l  the experiments  descr ibed under "General Studies". 
B. Organization of the Report 
Although the repor t  deals  with two distinct investigations, i t  has  been 
organized together a s  a single r epor t  to avoid duplication of text and f igures  
which apply equally well to both the Genera l  and Special Studies. 
In Chapter I1 previous investigations of the res i s tance  of alluvial 
s t r e a m s  will be br ief ly  reviewed. Following that, Chapters I11 and IV will 
descr ibe the laboratory apparatus  and procedure common to both s e t s  of 
experiments.  The experimental resu l t s  of the General Studies appear  in 
Chapter V, and discussion of them i s  in Zhapter VI. Presented in Chapter 
VII a r e  the resu l t s  or* the Special Studies, a s  well a s  special  i tems of p ro -  
cedure; discussion follows in  Chapter VIII. The conclusions a r e  s u m m a r -  
ized in  Chapter IX. Acknowledgments, appendices, and a l i s t  of references 
may be found a t  the ve ry  end of the repor t .  
1 PREVIOUS STUDIES O F  RESISTANCE O F  SEDIMENT-LADEN 
STREAMS 
A.  Ea r lv  Studies of the Resistance Problem 
One ser ious  obstacle to the understanding of the resis tance of alluvial 
s t r e a m s  by the hydrodynamicist of the la t ter  par t  of the l a s t  century was 
the theory developed to  explain the phenomenon. The reasoning back of 
the theory s ta r ted  out with the logical idea that the los s  in energy head 
between any two stations on a s t r eam is mere ly  the difference in elevation 
between the stations. It was then argued that this drop o r  head loss  was 
used up in two ways: (1)  in overcoming the hydraulic friction of the flow, 
and (2)  in transporting sediment. According to this concept, the more  
energy used in  transporting sediment the l e s s  was available to overcome 
friction, and vice versa .  Since the hydraulic slope is mere ly  the energy 
consumed in overcoming friction pe r  unit length of s t r e a m ,  i t  was argued 
that a reduction of this  energy o r  slope would a l so  reduce the tnean flow ve- 
locity, which resul t  could be obtained f rom the Chezy formula for  mean ve- 
locity in a channel, Finally,  f rom this i t  was concluded that a c lear  s t ream 
would flow fas t e r  than a comparable one carrying a sediment load. 
In view of present  knowledge of flow problems,  i t  i s  c l ea r  that some 
of the ideas upon which the above conclusion was based were incorrect .  
To begin with, much of the energy to t ranspor t  sediment comes from the 
turbulence which itself resu l t s  f rom the expenditure of energy in over-  
coming the friction. Therefore,  this  energy of turbulence i s  no longer 
available to overcome friction, and the fact  that some of i t  i s  used to t rans  - 
port sediment should not necessar i ly  affect the dissipation of the main ene r -  
gy head. Apparently i t  was not recognized that the fr ic t ion or  roughness 
factor of sediment-bearing s t r e a m s  var ies  widely with load and flow ra te ,  
and that because of this the mean velocity can vary even without a change 
in energy gradient o r  depth. 
The energy concept held by the hydraulicians of the l a s t  century, and 
the deductions resulting f rom i t ,  were  so f i rmly  established that they in- 
fluenced the thinking of many workers  of that e r a ,  and some vestiges of 
the ideas a r e  to  be found even in relatively recent l i terature .  It appears  
f r o m  his ear ly publications that G .  K. Gilber t  ( l , 2 ) *  adhered f i rmly  to 
*Numbers  in parentheses  r e fe r  to l i s t  of re Ierences  a t  end of report .  
this concept. This ,  no doubt, had a n  important influence in the thinking 
of his t ime because of the excellent reputation he had rightfully earned in  
his active and productive c a r e e r .  Latham, in  1886 ( 3 ) ,  reported that 
observations of a s torm sewer  four  feet  in  diameter  in Croydon, England, 
over a period of yea r s  showed that the mean velocity f o r  a given water 
depth was always g rea te r  when the water  was c l ea r  than when i t  was turbid. 
He concluded that the retardat ion of the turbid water  was due to  the load of 
sediment i t  was car ry ing .  Hooker (2, p. 288) in  commenting on Latham Is 
conclusions, noted that Gilbert  a l s o  reached the same conclusion. Hooker 
a l so  went on to s ta te ,  "The law of conservation of energy will not admit 
any other  decision in this  ma t t e r ,  though the statement bas  somet imes  been 
made that such a retardat ion of velocity does not exist." Cne statement 
contradicting the belief that a s t r e a m  a t  a given stage would flow fas te r  
when c l ea r  than when turbid,  was made by McMath, and was included in 
the paper by Hooker (2 ,  footnote p. 289). McMath (4) was apparently 
citing some observations of the Mississ ippi  River which contradicted the 
accepted views of the t ime. 
In his c lass ica l  f lume experiments  in  sediment transportation, Gilbert  
(5 ,  p.229) expected to confirm the idea that a c l ea r  s t r e a m  offers l e s s  r e -  
s is tance to  flow than a loaded one. He selected p a i r s  of runs f rom his ex-  
per iments  which had the s a m e  depth and slope except that one of them 
c a r r i e d  sediment and the other did not. The bed in  both c a s e s  was com- 
posed of a pavement of sand gra ins  which did not move. According t o  the 
then prevalent theory,  the mean  velocity of the c l ea r  flow should exceed 
that of the loaded flow. However, the opposite resu l t  was found in eleven of 
the sixteen p a i r s  of runs  selected fo r  the comparison. The depth measure -  
ments  in these runs were  apparently not a s  reliable a s  des i red ,  and i t  was 
thought that this may  have introduced a systematic e r r o r  into the resu l t s .  
Therefore Gilbert  selected thir teen m o r e  se t s  of comparable runs ,  eleven 
of which showed higher velocity fo r  the c l ea r  flows than for  the loaded 
flows. However, it was a l s o  noted that the reduction in mean velocity due 
to sediment t ranspor t  was g rea te r  fo r  smal l  load than fo r  la rge ,  f o r  gentle 
slopes than f o r  s teep,  fo r  low velocity than fo r  high, and f o r  l a rge  depths 
than for  small .  A s  a r e su l t  of these data Gilbert  was forced to  admit  that 
the theory was not supported and that there  was probably some physical 
law which escaped his analysis .  
A valuable contribution to  the resis tance problem was made by 
Buckley (6) in  his work on the Nile. He made elaborate continuous obse r -  
vations of slope, mean velocity and c r o s s  -sectional a r e a  a t  severa l  s t a -  
tions on the r ive r  which showed a n  appreciable fluctuation of the coefficient 
of roughness. Typical values of these a r e  shown in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. Measurements  a t  the Khannaq Nile Discharge Station 
by Buckley ( 6 )  
River elev. Cond. of Flow ra t e  Sed. conc. Mean vel .  
Date m e t e r s  flood rneter3/sec. grarns/meter3 meter/sec 
(pa r t s  pe r  million) 
- 
Aug.l6,1920 87.54 r is ing 7200 1900 1 .48  
Sept. 16,1920 87.54 falling 6400 1000 1. 32 
Data applying to this station on both dates: - 
Cross  -sectional a r e a  4850 square m e t e r s  
Slope O.OC0072 
Hydraulic radius  8. Q mete r s  
These data show c lear ly  that a t  the given stage the mean velocity of the 
r ive r  i s  l a rge r  on the r is ing than on the falling stage, while other channel 
charac ter i s t ics  remain  unchanged. The reduction in mean velocity r e p r e  - 
sents  an  increase  in the Manning fr ic t ion factor of 12 percent.  A fur ther  
pertinent point to be noted is that the sediment concentration like the ve- 
locity i s  higher on the r is ing than on the falling flood. 
Figure 1 shows the ineasurements  made by Buckley (6) in  1921 a t  
Eeleida Station on the Nile, which i s  about 28  miles  upstream f rom Cai ro  
and about 40 mi les  upstream f rom the Delta Ea r rage  o r  diversion dam 
which diverts  water  to the canals  of the delta system. The variation in 
slope shown i s  due to the change in level of the water  a t  the Delta Barrage  
required to  feed the canals .  The value of Kutter ' s  roughness coefficient 
i s  seen to decrease  appreciably a s  the discharge and mEan velocity increase.  
For example, the following extreme values a r e  obtained f rom Fig. 1: 

Apri l  12, 1921 Sept. 8, 1921 
Discharge, cu. me te r s / sec  5 00 6200 
Kutter "n" . 0 6 3  , 027  
Hydraulic radius ,  m e t e r s  3.1 7. 8 
Such g rea t  reduction in channel roughness during the flood must  have been 
due pr imar i ly  to smoothing out of dunes and b a r s  on the r iver  bed, with the 
damping effect of the suspended sediment being secondary, a s  will be seen 
f rom the laboratory experiments descr ibed i n  la te r  chapters .  
In discussing Buckley's paper ( 6 ,  p, 231), Lacey pointed out that in  
the repor t  of the Indus River Commission covering the period 1906 to 1910, 
i t  was stated that the velocity and discharge for  a r is ing r ive r  were  higher 
than fo r  a falling r ive r  for  the s a m e  stage,  and the r e v e r s e  was t rue  fo r  
the water c r o s s  section of the s t r eam.  
Kantlack (5 ,  p. 265) cited evidence which disagreed with that obtained 
by Buckley. He called attention to  the resu l t  of r e s e a r c h  on r i v e r s  by 
Swiss and French  engineers  which showed that the s t r eam velocity was de-  
c reased  in every  c a s e  a s  the sediment concentration increased.  According 
to Kantlack, this had been demonstrated p r io r  to 1870. He a l s o  stated that 
in his experience in  the Punjab Canal system of India there  was never an 
excess  of flow during the t ime of high sediment load, as would be expected 
from Buckley's findings on the Nile and a s  was reported by other workers  
in India. 
In the opening paragraph of his paper  Buckley a l s o  called attention to  
some laboratory work by Duponchel which showed that a sediment load 
tended to increase  the mean valocity of flow. 
B. Recent Studies of the Resistance Problem 
Interest  in the res i s tance  problem in  the past  two o r  three  decades 
has been stimulated by both laboratory and field studies of the sediment 
problem. Cne of the main objectives of r e s e a r c h  in  sedimentation i s  to 
develop a theory which will enable one to  predict  the sediment load of a 
s t ream a s  a function of the water  discharge and other pertinent variables.  
Once the discharge is given i t  is necessary  to calculate the flow velocity 
and depth, which requi res  that one know the roughness coefficient of the 
channel. Thus the need for  knowledge of the resis tance problem a r i s e s  
naturally in dealing with sedimentation problems. 
Flume experiments by Vanoni ( 7 , 8 )  on transportation of suspended 
load showed that a flow with suspended load had a sma l l e r  friction factor  
than a c l ea r  water flow of the s a m e  depth in the same  channel, with fixed 
artificially roughened bed in  both cases .  These experiments  were made 
f i r s t  with c l ea r  water  and then with various smal l  amounts of sand, s o  
that the sediment load was controlled. Experiments by Ismai l  (8) in  a 
rectangular pipe showed a decrease  in fr ic t ion factor  in some c a s e s  but 
the opposite t rend in  o thers ,  thus duplicating the conflicting resu l t s  r e -  
ported by field observers .  The apparent  paradox was probably due to the 
fact that in some runs the bed became roughened with smal l  dunes, making 
the roughness increase  instead of dec rease  when sediment was added to 
the system. 
F igure  2 shows graphs of velocity profiles measured  by Vanoni (8) a t  
the center  of a flume for  two flows of the s a m e  slope and depth, one with 
c l ea r  water  and the other with a mean sediment concentration of 15.8 g r a m s  
pe r  l i te r  of 0.1 mm sediment. It i s  c l ea r  that the sediment-laden flow 
which has the higher velocity has  the lower friction factor .  Figure 2b, in 
which the relative distance up f rom the bed i s  plotted on a logarithmic scale ,  
shows that the velocity profile follows the von Karman logarithmic law. F o r  
two-dimensional flow, profiles can  be expressed by 
where u is the point velocity a t  a distance y up f rom the bed, lir is the 
mean velocity at the profile,  To i s  the shear  s t r e s s  a t  the bed, p is the 
m a s s  density of the fluid, d is the flow depth, and k i s  the von Karman 
constant. F r o m  Eq. 1 one can  wri te ,  
where ul and u2 a r e  the velocities a t  levels yl and y2, respectively. 
Since .ro can be calculated f rom the measured  slope and depth, one can 
calculate k f rom a pa i r  of points on the velocity profile by Eq. 2 .  The 
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of the suspended sediment in reducing k, as indicated by Fig. 2 ,  i s  
a general one which occurs  a t  a l l  t imes  (8) in the laboratory a s  well a s  in 
the field. 
Recent experiments  by Brooks (9) demonstrated c lear ly  how the f r i c  - 
tion factor  i s  affected by the dunes which develop on the sand bed of a 
s t r eam.  He obtained fr ic t ion fac tors  fo r  dune-covered beds which were 
a s  much a s  seven t imes  a s  la rge  a s  for  flat  sand beds of the same mater ial .  
Studies by Ali and Albertson ( lo ) ,  and Barton and Lin (11) a l so  showed c l ea r  
l y  the importance of dunes on the channel roughness. 
Recent studies of r i v e r s  have contributed appreciably to the under- 
standing of the res i s tance  problem. Leopold and Maddock (12)  presented 
detailed observations of s t r e a m s  which show that a t  a given discharge high 
sediment loads a r e  associated with high mean velocities and low water 
depths. This means that high loads a r e  a l s o  accompanied by low friction 
fac tors ,  a s  was found on the Indus River system by Lacey (6) over thirty- 
five years  ago. 
Eden (13) made a study of Manning's roughness coefficient "n" a s  a 
function of r ive r  stage for  the lower Mississippi River. He found that n 
varied f rom about 0.040 a t  low stages to about 0.030 o r  l e s s  a t  flood s tages.  
Carey and Keller (1 4) have recently investigated the bed configuration of 
the bed of the lower Mississippi River  by means of a sonic fathometer and 
found that sand waves were  present  a t  a l l  t imes  and that the la rges t  waves 
were formed a t  the highest flow ra tes .  They concluded that these waves 
must  be a major  factor  in  determining the friction coefficient of the r ive r ,  
although they were  unable to  measure  i t  during their  investigations. The 
fact that a loop exis ts  i n  the rating curve of the r iver  was explained, a t  
leas t  partially,  by a lag in  the adjustment of the sand waves to the flow, i.e., 
during the r is ing flood the waves a r e  growing and hence have a sma l l e r  r e  - 
sis tance than they do a t  the same flow ra te  during the receding flood when 
the sand waves a r e  diminishing. 
Harr i son  (15) presented data on the Missouri  River near  F o r t  Randall 
which showed that the Manning roughness coefficient diminished with in- 
c r e a s e  in  discharge. The minimum roughness coefficient obtained by him 
was about equal to that which would be expected by a sand roughness equal 
to the sand grain s ize,  s o  i t  seemed reasonable to conclude that dunes 
existed on the bed at lower discharges.  
As explained in g rea te r  detail in Chapter VI, Sec. C, Einstein and 
~ ~ r b a r o s s a  (16) divide the total res i s tance  to flow into two pa r t s ,  one due 
to the sand gra in  roughness and the other due to  the sand b a r s  and dunes. 
Large values of the la t te r  component of resis tance have been found to  occur 
a t  low flow ra t e s  o r  s tages where,  according to the findings of Eden (1 3) and 
Harrison (1 51, the friction factor  i s  the highest, thus indicating that the ef - 
fect of sand dunes i s  l a rges t  in  this region, a s  was found by laboratory 
experiments (9)  and (1 1). 
111. APPARATUS 
The experiments  descr ibed in Chapters  V and VII were c a r r i e d  out in 
two laboratory f lumes,  one being 10 .5  inches wide and 40 feet long, the 
other being 3 3 .  5 inches wide and 60 feet  long. Both of these f lumes a r e  of 
the closed c i rcu i t  type; that is , the flow of water and sediment was r ec i r cu -  
lated continuously during the runs .  Consequently, no sand-feeding appa- 
ratus  was needed. Sections A and B, below, descr ibe  in inore detail  the 
two flumes which were  used. 
The 10.5- inch flume i s  shown schematically in Fig.  3 .  It is equipped 
with a n  axial-flow pump with a variable speed dr ive,  venturi m e t e r ,  t r ans  - 
parent section in the re turn  pipe, and e lec t r ic  immers ion  hea ters  to control 
the tempera ture  of the water .  At the entrance to  the flume section there  i s  
an adjustable diffuser,  and one o r  m o r e  coa r se  sc reens  (4- to  16-mesh per  
inch) to  improve the inlet condition. The flume i s  made of hot rolled s teel  
and the in te r ior  of the flume itself i s  painted with a smooth biturnastic paint. 
Along the top of the channel a r e  mounted s tee l  r a i l s  and a movable ins t ru-  
ment car r iage  which can  measure  ver t ical  elevations relative to the flume 
to the neares t  0.001 foot. The ent i re  flume i s  mounted on a t r u s s ,  the slope 
of which can be easi ly  adjusted even during the course of a run. There  i s  
no end-gate o r  weir  needed inasmuch a s  the amount of water in the flume 
and the speed of the pump a r e  adjusted to  give a level in the forebay over 
the pump which does not produce ei ther  backwater o r  drawdown. Although 
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Fig .  3 .  Schematic diagram of 1 0 .  5 - inch  flume. 
the channel itself is ten inches deep, experiments were  made with depths 
of flow l e s s  than four inches to  avoid excessive wall effects on the velocity 
and shea r  distribution of the flow, 
During the period of this  contract  no significant modifications of this 
flume were undertaken. 
B. 33.5-Inch Flume 
The fea tures  descr ibed above for  the 10.5-inch flume proved s o  suc-  
cessful that modifications were  made in  the 33.5-inch flume to provide 
essentially the same  facil i t ies.  The 33.5-inch flume was originally built 
in 1937, and a description of i t  has  been given by Vanoni (7).  The major  
drawback of the flume a s  i t  existed was the difficulty in  changing the slope, 
because i t  was supported on a system of jacks, while the motor ,  pump and 
re turn  piping were fixed. Thus a change in the slope required a careful  
readjustment of a number of jacks with the loosening and retightening of two 
joints in the flow circui t .  Hence, a t  the initiation of the contract i t  was de-  
cided to  build a t r u s s  for  this  flume which would support not only the flume 
itself, but a l l  of the appurtenances,  and that this t r u s s  would be supported 
on only two supports,  making the adjustment of slope possible during the 
progress  of a run. It has  been found in the 10.5-inch flume that i t  i s  very  
difficult and time-consuming to predetermine the slope and t r y  to se t  the 
discharge o r  depth to  match when working with a movable bed of sand. 
Experiments were  greatly facil i tated by setting the des i red  depth and d i s -  
charge f i r s t  and then making the final adjustment in the slope as  required 
to give uniform flow. 
P r o g r e s s  in installation of the new t r u s s e s  for  the 33.5-inch flume 
i s  shown in Figs .  4, 5 and 6 .  The new jacking system a t  the movable sup- 
port  is i l lustrated in Fig.  7. A schematic diagram of the reconstructed 
flume is shown in Fig.  8. Additional modifications included the instal la-  
tion of adjustable s tee l  rails and the construction of a n  instrument  carriage. 
The s ize of the r e tu rn  pipe was a l s o  reduced f rom ten inches to  eight inches 
to increase  the velocities and reduce the possibility of deposition a t  low 
r a t e s  of flow. Fur thermore ,  the ar t i f ic ial  bed roughness previously used 
by Vanoni (7) was removed fo r  the cu r ren t  s e r i e s  of tes t s .  During the 
period of this contract  a tempera ture  control system was designed, but has  
not been built. 
Fig .  4 .  T r u s s e s  fo r  33. 5 -inch f lume during fabr ica t ion.  
Fig .  5 .  Lowering t r u s s e s  into place  under 3 3 . 5 - i n c h  f lume.  
F i g .  6.  View of 3 3 .  5- inch  f lume  a f t e r  comple t ion  of m o d i -  
f i ca t ions .  N o te  1 0 .  5 - inch f lume  a t  f a r  r igh t .  
F i g .  7 .  Jacking s y s t e m  f o r  33.  5 - inch f l u m e .  
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Fig .  8. Schematic diagram of 3 3 .  5 -inch flume af ter  modifications. 
With the modifications described above, the 33. 5-inch flume proved 
to be an extremely valuable r e s e a r c h  tool for studies of the kind reported 
in this report .  
C. Sediment Samplers  
F o r  the runs reported herein,  only the total sediment discharge was 
measured. In both f lumes samples  were  withdrawn from a vert ical  section 
of pipe a t  the end of the flume above the pump. The sample r s  used to a c -  
complish this a r e  shown in F igs .  9 and 10. They were designed to convey 
the sample from sampling point to bottle a t  high enough velocity to prevent 
any sand s torage in the sampler .  F o r  the wide range of discharges possible 
in the 33. 5 -inch flume, i t  was necessary  to  build three sample r s ,  a s  shown, 
in order  to operate the samplers  by means of a simple siphon. Each sample 
was drawn into the upturned intakes of the sampler  a t  the same velocity that 
the water flowed downward in the pipe; then the sample was conveyed up- 
ward to the surface,  over the side of the flume, and down into a sample bot- 
tle. The head on the siphon was adjustable so  that the co r rec t  ra te  of flow 
was easily obtainable. A summary  of the operating charac ter i s t ics  of the 
samplers  i s  given in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
Gperating Charac ter i s t ics  of Total Load Sanlplers 
Flume width, inches 33.5 10.5 
~ ~ -- -- 
Sampler A D C 
No. of intakes 4 3 2 1 
Flume discharge, Q: Min. 0 .48  0.98 1 . 8  0, 17 
Max. 1.04 2 . 2  4 .4  0.58 
Time required to  collect 
1 l i te r  sample,  
seconds: Max.* 99  74 53 205 
Min. * 45 33 22 60 
* ~ a x i m u m  time corresponds to minimum Q, and vice versa .  
At the locations where the samples  were taken, the settling velocity 
Was always smal l  compared with the downward water velocity, and i t  i s  
Fig .  9 .  View of to ta l  load s a m p l e r s  f o r  33. 5 -inch f lume.  
ÿÿ low i s  downward a t  sampl ing point.  ) 
I I I I I 
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F i g .  1 0 .  Diagram of typical  s a m p l e r .  
believed that the sediment concentration a t  the c r o s s  section sampled was 
fa i r ly  uniform; nevertheless ,  the sample r s  a r e  moved around lateral ly  in 
a gentle fashion to insure getting representat ive samples .  
Sediment samples  in  the flume c r o s s  section were  taken by siphoning 
groups of three  to s ix  samples  of one l i te r  each f rom the flume a t  var ious 
positions. The sampler  which was mounted on the instrument  ca r r i age  was 
made from a b r a s s  tube of 3/16-inch outside diameter  with the open end 
facing upstream. The end was flattened to  inside dimensions of 0 .040 inch 
by 0. 217 inch, with the shor t  dirnension vertical .  The velocity a t  the s a m -  
pler tube was made the same  a s  the local flow velocity by adjusting the head 
on the syphon. Concentration profiles were determined only for  some of 
the runs under "Special Studies" (Chapter VII). 
D. Instrement Carr iage  
The instrument  ca r r i age  built for  the 3 3 . 5  -inch flume i s  shown in 
Fig. 11. It runs longitcdinally along the flume on r a i l s  and the instrument  
can be run ei ther  up o r  down and crosswise  with the ca r r i age  i n  any posi-  
tion. Thus with a point gage, pitot tube o r  point sampler  it i s  possible to 
reach any position in the flume. There  is a s imi lar  ca r r i age  for  the 10.5 - 
inch flume which is not shown in  the figure.  
F o r  both f lumes,  photographs of the sand bed configurations were  
taken with a camera  mounted on a stand which slid on the rails. Without 
any delay fo r  aiming o r  focusing the camera ,  excellent photographs of the 
bed configuration a t  any place in the flume couid be easi ly  taken a t  any time. 
The photographs were  a l l  taken on 5 x 7 -inch negatives. F o r  the 33.5 -inch 
flume the f i lm showed the full width of the flume and about 50 inches along 
the flume; f o r  the 10.5 -inch flume the fi lm covers  the full width and about 
18 inches along the flume. In all c a s e s ,  photographs were  taken without 
draining the water  f rom the flume, but the flow of water  was usually stopped 
to make the bed m o r e  visible. The turbidity oi the water  was controlled by 
careful washing of the sand and frequent changes of the water .  
E. Bed-Levelers 
In o rde r  to determine mean bed elevations and mean depths, i t  was 
necessary to  have a device to  level off the dunes generated by the flowing 
Fig .  1 1 .  View of i n s t r u m e n t  c a r r i a g e  f o r  3 3 . 5  - inch f lume .  
F ig .  12. View of bed- leve le r  f o r  33. 5  - inch f lume .  
water. The bed-leveler built f o r  the 3 3 .  5-inch flume is shown in operation 
in Fig. 12. By working this leveler  back and for th in shor t  reaches  of two 
to four  feet ,  the sand that i s  originally in that reach  i s  replaced in the same 
=each but with a plane sur face .  The elevation of this surface,  o r  the mean 
bed elevation, i s  then easi ly  determined with the point gage. A s imi lar  bed 
leveler was used for  the 10 .5  -inch flume. 
F. Cperating Ranges of the F lumes  
Each flume has various liinitations in i t s  operation. F o r  example, 
there i s  a maximum discharge determined by the capacity of the pump and 
a minimum discharge governed by the minimum permissible  velocity in the 
re turn  pipe to prevent significant deposition of sand. Depths a r e  res t r ic ted  
somewhat by the inlet a r rangement  and the rat io  of width to  depth which i s  
tolerable f o r  experiments.  The slopes a r e  res t r ic ted  by the design of the 
equipment. The possible range for  a l l  these quantities for  each of the two 
flumes is summarized i n  Table 3. 
TABLE 3 
Cperating Charac ter i s t ics  of Experimental F lumes  
Flume width, inches 10.5 3 3 . 5  
Width, feet  
Length, feet  
Maximum feasible depth, feet  
Discharge G, cfs: Min. 
Max. 
Discharge p e r  unit width, 
q, cfs/ft: Min. 
hiax. 
Maximum slope 
IV. P R O C E D U R E  
Several  s e r i e s  of runs were made in the two flumes. In each run a 
P articular uniform flow was established which became stably adjusted with 
its bed and remained so  during a period of severa l  hours  during which the 
run was made. The actual  per formance  of a n  individual run often required 
several working days to cover  a l l  the necessary  t r i a l  runs,  tes t  for  stability, 
make the final run and take and reduce the necessary  measurements .  
The following sections of the chapter will descr ibe briefly the pro-  
cedure for  the individual measurements .  Some of the l e s s  important pro-  
cedural prob1ear.s a r e  passed over he re  because they a r e  discussed in 
greater  detail  by the wr i t e r s  e lsewhere (17, 18). 
A. Discharge 
In both fluines the discharge was measured  with a venturi  me te r  con- 
nected to a n  a i r  -water o r  water  -mercury  differential manometer .  Both 
meters  had smoothly curving walls and diffusers with slide slopes of 1 to 
20 (or  a total included angle of about 6O). The coefficients for  the venturi 
meters  were  determined by testing in  a volumetric tank setup, over a 
range of Reynolds numbers .  The e r r o r  in the discharge measurement  i s  
believed to be l e s s  than 0 . 5  percent ,  because of the good location of the 
meters  in the flow c i rcu i t s ,  and good calibrations.  
B. Depth 
The mean depth was defined a s  the average difference between the 
water sur face  and bed elevation in  that p a r t  of the flume in which the flow 
was uniform. In other words,  those portions of the flume which were d is -  
turbed by the inlet o r  outlet a r e  excluded f rom determinations of the mean 
depth. 
The water surface elevations were  measured to the neares t  0 .  001 o r  
0.0005 f t  with a point gage mounted on a movable car r iage .  Readings were  
usually taken every  four feet  over the ent i re  length of the flume and were  
plotted to give a water surface profile relative to the plane of reference 
established by the r a i l s  on which the ca r r i age  moves.  An example of such 
a water sur face  profile is given in  Fig. 13 for  Run 2-1. 

It was found that the s implest  tes t  of stability for  a run  was the m e a s -  
urement of the water surface profile a t  relatively frequent intervals  (one- 
half hour to one hour).  Unless the velocity i s  very low, a significant change 
in the bed elevation i s  direct ly  reflected in  a change in the water surface 
profile. F o r  tranquil  flow the water  surface will r i s e  slightly if the bottom 
elevation drops relative to the flume. Knowing this,  the usual procedure 
was to s t a r t  the flume a t  some predetermined value of the discharge with a 
fixed amount of water ,  run the flume fo r  severa l  hours taking intermittent 
surface profi les ,  and when the surface profile had stopped changing and had 
stayed constant for  a n  hour o r  two the flow was then stopped and the bed 
leveled with the specially built bed-leveler in reaches  of four feet.  Once 
leveled, the bed elevation was then determined with the point gage for  each 
reach, and a bed profile could be plotted a s  shown fo r  Run 2-1 in Fig. 13. 
The profile i s  not, of cour se ,  a t rue  profile of the bed, but a profile of the 
average values by 4-foot sections.  
F rom these two profiles(for the water  surface and bed), the depth 
curve i s  plotted a s  the difference. In Run 2- 1 (F ig .  13) the depth appears  
to be uniform with only random fluctuations f rom station 6 to station 54. 
When studying Fig.  13 i t  i s  well to keep in mind the ex t reme exaggeration; 
the ver t ical  scale i s  magnified to four t imes  actual,  while the horizontal 
scale is reduced by a factor  of ninety-six f rom actual.  It is interesting to 
note that the average elevation of the sand bed va r i e s  only f rom 0.  139 to 
0. 146 f t ,  a variation of only slightly more  than 1/16 inch. 
Since the pointgage is adjusted to read  approximately 0 .000 f t  on the 
bed of the flume, the average  thickness of the sand bed was about 0 .14  ft  o r  
1. 75 in.. The bed remained completely covered everywhere in the flume 
for  all the runs  with r a r e  exceptions. 
C. Slope 
-
With the water surface profile and the depths established a s  indicated 
in the foregoing section, i t  was possible to calculate the mean velocities 
and add the corresponding velocity heads to the water surface profile to ob- 
tain a n  energy grade line. This is i l lustrated for  Run 2-1 in  Fig. 13. How- 
ever ,  i t  should be noted that,  since the coordinate system of the point gage 
i s  relative to the flume, the calculated energy slope is a l so  relative to the 
flume. If the slope of the flume is properly adjusted the relative slope be- 
comes zero ,  a s  i t  did in the case  i l lustrated in Fig.  13. Otherwise, the 
small  relative slope measured  f rom the graph (usually l e s s  than 0.0001) i s  
added to the slope which i s  read  f rom the gage on the movable support of 
the t r u s s .  Inasmuch a s  slope i s  one of the most  difficult quantities to  m e a s  - 
ure,  frequent checks were  made of the slope gage,and the slight differential 
t russ  deflections of the o rde r  of 2 0.001 f t  were  determined and cor rec ted  
for  by taking point gage readings of the perfectly sti l l  water  surface in the 
33.5-inch f lume.  With these precautions,  it is believed that the probable 
e r r o r  in the values of the slope does not exceed 0.00002 for  the 33.5 -inch 
flume and 0.00005 for  the 10 .5  -inch f lume.  
F o r  each t r i a l  the depth and slope were  determined a s  explained above .  
The amount of water in the flume was then adjusted to produce the des i red  
depth, if different f rom the observed depth, and the slope of the flume was 
adjusted to conform to the slope of the energy grade line. The flume was 
then s tar ted again,  and the dunes which were  e rased  by the bed-leveler were 
again generated. This p rocess  was repeated until stable,  uniform flow was 
obtained. 
D. Velocity Trofi les  
F o r  a few of the runs ,  ver t ical  velocity profiles were  measured .  A 
3116-inch Prandt l  pitot tube connected to  an  a i r -wa te r  manometer  was used 
in the 10.5- inch flume. A 1/4-inch Prandt l  pitot tube was used in the 3 3 .  5 -  
inch flume. 
To determine the von Karman constant k, the measured velocities on 
the centerline were  plotted on semi-logarithmic graph paper and fitted with 
a straight line which r ep resen t s  von Karman's  logarithmic law, a s  given in  
Eqs. (1) o r  (2 ) .  If m is the slope of the line in  units of velocity p e r  cycle 
of 10, then the von Karman constant at the centerline (k ) i s  simply: 
cl 
where u * ~ ~  i s  the shea r  velocity ( J 7 P ) a t  the centerline.  Recognizing 
that the shea r  s t r e s s  is variable around the boundary of a rectangular open 
channel, the mean shea r  was not used a s  the basis  for  the calculation of k. 
From the velocity profi le  the mean velocity (';: ) was f i r s t  determined, and 
c 1 
then u * ~ ~  was computed by the relation 
considering that the flow in  the cent ra l  portion is essentially two dimen- 
sional The value of u thus computed i s  a lmost  always slightly l e s s  
*cl 
than & t h e  shea r  velocity f o r  two-dimensional flow; however, i f  the 
f o r m e r  happens to exceed the la t te r ,  then & i s  used for  u 
*c1' 
E. Tediment Discharge 
In the cur rent  s e r i e s  of experiments  the total  sediment discharge 
was measured .  The samples  were  withdrawn from the downward-flow pipe 
a t  the end of the flume with samplers  which a r e  descr ibed and i l lustrated 
in Chapter III, Section C ,  above. One l i t e r  samples  were withdrawn in 
groups of three o r  four ,  with the groups being spaced one o r  severa l  hours  
apar t .  The t ime required to  withdraw a one - l i ter  sample was usually of 
the o rde r  of one to  two minutes.  By taking the samples  in this grouping 
i t  was possible to get ii-iformation on the shor t - te rm fluctuation of the sedi-  
ment load f rom minute to  mi:lute, and a l s o  the long-range variation from 
hour to hour. The la t te r  variation was usually g rea te r  than the f o r m e r .  
The samples  thus obtained were  f i l te red  and the sand was then dr ied  
and weighed. F o r  simplicity,  the concentrations a r e  a l l  given in g rams  pe r  
l i ter  of suspension. The probable e r r o r  in the measured  average concentra- 
tion i s  generally of the o r d e r  of two to three percent.  Individual samples ,  
of course ,  a r e  subject to  considerably l a r g e r  e r r o r .  The main difficulty 
is not in  the processing of the samples ,  but i n  the procurement  of t ruly 
representative samples  f rom a flow in which the sediment is surely not 
uniformly distributed owing to the turbulence. Nevertheless,  since the 
over-all  variations in the concentration f rom run to run a r e  of severa l  
orders  of magnitude, a n  e r r o r  of five o r  even ten percent  i s  not of g rea t  
importance. 
The samples  were  taken in such a way that bed load is included with 
the suspended load, No attempt was made to separate  the two, although i t  
appears  f rom visual observations f o r  most  of the runs that the suspended- 
load discharge was f a r  g rea te r  than the bed-load discharge. Cnly for  those 
runs a t  the lowest velocities (did i t  appear  that the bed-load discharge 
amounted to a s  much a s  the suspended load discharge.* 
The concentration measured  a s  descr ibed above will hereinafter be 
- 
=ailed the sediment discharge concentration, C .  If C in lbs  p e r  cu ft  is 
multiplied by the water  discharge,  G! i n  cu  ft /sec,  the amount of sediment 
discharge in  lbs  pe r  sec  i s  obtained. Because of the variation of the ve- 
locity and concentration with depth in  the flume section, this sediment d i s -  
charge concentration is not identical to the mean concentration in the ver t i -  
cal in the open channel section. 
Only a few concentration profiles were  measured  in  the flume during 
this experimental program,  The problem of obtaining good representat ive 
values of the concentration close to a dune-covered bed has not yet been r e -  
solved. It is hoped that future r e s e a r c h  can  be directed toward the problem 
of measuring concentration profiles for  runs with dunes. 
F. Inlet and Outlet 
It was found by t r i a l  and e r r o r  that the inlet condition could be i m -  
proved by the use of one o r  severa l  s c reens  ranging f rom four meshes  to 
sixteen meshes per  inch. The improvement was manifested by the adjust-  
ment to uniform flow conditions ( a s  descr ibed in the foregoing section) 
nearer  to the inlet; in other words,  the depth of water and the depth of the 
sand bed reached their  equilibrium values sooner.  Presumably  the sc reen  
has the effect of damping out some of the la rge  scale  turbulence generated 
in the elbows ( in  spite of the vanes) and making a m o r e  uniform inlet ve-  
locity distribution. 
At the lower discharges and lower depths the equilibrium was some - 
t imes obtained even without the s c r e e n s  in distances of only four to s ix  feet  
downstream from the inlet;  a t  the other  ex t reme,  for  runs using screens  
sometimes the inlet disturbance would be noticeable for  twenty o r  even 
thirty fee t  in the l a rge r  flume. Because of the inlet disturbance, i t  i s  i m -  
perative to have long f lumes for  sediment transportation studies,  and zven 
the sixty-foot flume in  use was not ent i rely adequate for  a l l  conditions. 
" Note that a distinction i s  being made between sediment load (the ma te r i a l  
itself) and sediment discharge (the r a t e  of transportation of the sediment 
load). Since the suspended load generally t rave ls  a t  higher velocities than 
the bed load, the ra t io  of the amount-of suspended load to bed load is not 
the same a s  the ra t io  of the suspended load discharge to the bed load discharge. 
There  was l i t t le difficulty assoc ia ted  with the outlet except occasional 
slight pulsations in the water level in  the forebay over the pump. A single 
~ c r e e n  a t  the end of the channel was found helpful in  isolating the flume 
f rom this vibration.  Fu r the rmore ,  the downstream s c r e e n  allowed the 
sand bed to wash uniformly over  the end of the flume without sliding off in  
chunks which tend to make the sediment  discharge measu remen t  e r r a t i c .  
G. Tempera ture  
Severa l  invest igators  have found that  the tempera ture  affects the sus  - 
pencled load ( see  Chap. VI, Sec.  D) .  In the 10.5- inch flume the tempera ture  
was maintained a t  25O 2 1°C fo r  a l l  of the runs  reported except those in 
which the t empera tu re  was purposely var ied.  In the 3 3 .  5-inch flume i t  was 
not possible to control  the tempera ture  because t empzra tu re  control  equip- 
ment has  not yet been built; the experiments  were  conducted over a range 
from 16.5' c to  27.4' C .  Some of the s ca t t e r  in  the r e su l t s  for  the 33 .5-  
inch f lume i s  cer ta inly due to this  uncontrolled tempera ture  variation.  
Laboratory s t r e a m s  a lmos t  inevitably have a sma l l e r  width-to-depth 
ra t io  than natural  s t r e a m s .  The r e su l t s  of f lume experiments  cannot be 
expected to cor respond to  field exper iments  unless a cor rec t ion  for  the 
shear  on the walls i s  made.  Moreover ,  a s  the res i s tance  of the bed of the 
s t ream va r i e s ,  the re la t ive distribution of shea r  between the bed and walls 
of a f lume a l s o  va r i e s .  Consequently, a procedure cal led "side.-wall tor- 
rection" was used in o r d e r  to de te rmine  a hydraulic rad ius ,  rb,  shea r  
velocity, U*b, and fr ic t ion fac tor ,  fb, which would apply to the bed i tself .  
Ess entially the method covered by Johnson (19), enlploying the Darcy-  
Weisbach res i s tance  equation, was used. Since the r e a d e r  may not be 
fami l ia r  with a l l  the detai ls  and a l s o  because some modifications in  the p ro -  
cedure were  made,  a full derivation and explazlation of the equations used i s  
given in Appendix A with a n  example.  
J .  Equilibrium and Reproducibility 
Before making the final measu remen t s  for  a run ,  i t  was f i r s t  neces-  
s a r y  to  es tab l i sh  uniform flow in equil ibrium with i t s  sand bed. Equilibrium 
a s  used hereaf ter  implies  (1) that the mean  depth of flow stays  constant over 
a working section of the f lume,  and (2 )  that the pat tern and distribution of 
sand on the bed has stopped changing. Equilibrium was achieved by  adjust  - 
ing the slope of the flume fo r  given depth and discharge af te r  one o r  severa l  
t r ia l  runs.  
The reproducibility of the runs was found to be excellent. Those runs 
which were inherently stable i n  their  equilibria could be repeated as  many 
t imes a s  des i red  and with identical resu l t s .  Those which appeared to be 
inherently unstable due to  long sand waves in  the system always remained 
so and could never be made to be stable;  in  fact,  one might even say  that 
the nature of the instability was reproducible.  Unstable flows do not sett le 
down to a constant water  surface and bed profile regard less  of how long the 
flume i s  run. 
The closeness  of agreement  between repeated runs  i s  well demon- 
s t ra ted  by some of the prel iminary runs  fo r  Run 2-1 performed in the 3 3 . 5 -  
inch flume. Table 4 shows the most  important measured  values for  t r i a l  A ,  
t r i a l  B,  and the final run. In o r d e r  to  obtain the full information fo r  each 
t r ia l  the sand bed i s  leveled in sections ( see  Sec. B) ,  thereby destroying 
the configuration that had been built up. Consequently, each run  was s ta r ted  
from essentially a flat  bed. In this par t icular  instance the establishment 
of equilibrium of the water surface and the bed required about two hours.  
The various reported values changed somewhat between t r i a l s  A and B be- 
cause the depth of flow was intentionally reduced about 2 . 5  percent to obtain 
* the des i red  value of depth in  t r i a l  B.  
* It may be noted he re  that i t  i s  not possible to tell exactly what depth has 
been achieved in  a run until the final reduction of bed and water  surface 
profiles has been made. The depth of s t i l l  water in  the flume gives only 
an  approximate indication of depth, inasmuch a s  the mean thickness of the 
sand bed and i t s  distribution in  the flume and s torage in severa l  spots in 
the re turn  c i rcu i t  make i t  impossible to  predetermine the depth any c loser  
than about 0 .01  foot. 
TABLE 4 
Example of Reproducibility of Runs 
- 1 F'inal Run 2-1 
July 25, 1956 July 27, 1956 July 30, 1956 
Q, discharge,  c f s  0.845 0.854 0. 855 
d, depth, f t  0.248 0. 242 0.240 
Sf, s l o p e o f f l u m e  0.00270 0.00284 0.00278 
5, slope of energy line 0.00276 0.00278 0.00278 
u, average velocity, fps  1.22 1.26 1. 28 
f ,  f r i c t ion fac to r  0.101 0.092 0.090 
T,  water  tempera ture ,  OC. 25.5 25.5 25. 5 
- 
G, sediment discharge 
concentration, g r / l  - - -  
Number of sediment samples  0 6 12 
- - 
Note: Bed covered with dunes. 
Between t r i a l  B and the final run no changes were  intentional except 
reduction of the flume slope to  niatch the measured  energy slope of t r i a l  E .  
The value or' the f r ic t io~z  factor f = 0.090 for the final run, checks the 
value of 0.092 for  t r i a l  I3 r a the r  well. The difference of two percent is  
easily attributable to the various experimental e r r o r s .  The lack of var ia -  
tion in the values of the water tempera ture  is attributable m o r e  to the uni- 
formlty of the Pasadena cl imate on the days l isted than to  the skill  of the 
operator;  indeed, on each of the days the water tempera ture  var ied by 
about 3OC during the run, with the average  being 25.5O C a s  l isted in  the 
table. 
K. Summary of Procedure  
By careful  measurements  and adjustments the flow in each run was 
made stable and could be maintained for  a number of hours  without signifi- 
cant change in  charac ter i s t ics ,  both a s  regards  channel friction and sedi-  
ment discharge except a s  hereinafter  noted. Because both the f lumes a r e  
of the closed recirculating type, there  was no necessi ty  for sand f e e d i ~ g ,  
and hence no pract ical  res t r ic t ions  on the length of t ime taken to make a 
run. The detailed procedure for  measuring discharge, depth, total 
~ed i rnen t  discharge and slope a r e  outlined in detail  in the foregoing kec- - 
tions, along with other i tems of procedure.  The equations for  applying the 
sidewall correct ion a r e  given in Appendix A. 
It i s  believed that the procedures  followed he re  a r e ,  in general ,  some 
of the most  exacting procedures  that have ever  been used on experiments of 
this type. Although the experimental  r e su l t s  do not cover  a n  extremely wide 
range of var iables ,  the investigators believe that the r eade r  may have con- 
siderable confidence in  the validity and accuracy  of the data presented. 
V. GENERAL STUDIES 
A.  Objectives 
Briefly stated, the objectives of the experiments descr ibed in this 
chapter were a s  follows: ( 1 )  to study the hydraulic roughness of movable 
sand beds in two laboratory f lumes under various flow conditions, and 
(2) to study the relationship of the sediment transportation r a t e  to the hy- 
draulic charac ter i s t ics  and the physical propert ies  of the sediment for 
s t r e a m s  carrying substantial  suspended loads.  
Inasmuch a s  both of these problems a r e  extremely complex, no 
quantitative solutions o r  usable formulas  have been obtained; nevertheless ,  
the data show many interest ing qualitative relationships that great ly  in-  
c rease  our under standing of the whole problem. Some existing theories  
have been analyzed, and their  s t rong points and weaknesses demonstrated, 
a t  leas t  on the basis  of the laboratory r e su l t s .  
The behavior of the dunes which cause the wide variations in the chan- 
nel roughness has been the subject of a simultaneous study conducted under 
Research Grant No. G 1709 f rom the National Science Foundation. Detailed 
measurements  of the charac ter i s t ics  of the dunes were  made under that 
grant for  most  of the same  runs  reported herein.  However, the reader  i s  
r e fe r red  to a forthcoming paper  which will present  this additional informa- 
tion (20). 
B. Character is t ics  of Sands Used 
- -
Three new sands were  used in these studies.  The distribution of 
sieve s izes  for  these three  sands,  designated by the numbers  3 ,  4 and 5,  
are  shown graphically in Fig.  14. Sands 1 and 2, a l s o  shown in Fig.  14, 
were used in the ea r l i e r  work by Brooks (9), a s  well a s  by Vanoni(7) and 
Ismail  (21). The charac ter i s t ics  of the s ize distribution for  a l l  five of the 
sands a r e  summarized  in  Table 5. Although the geometric mean sieve diam- 
e t e r s  (D ) fo r  Sands 3,  4 and 5 a r e  very  close to those for  Sand 1 ,  the geo- 
g 
metr ic  standard deviations (r) a r e  considerably l a r g e r ,  Values of the mean 
g 
sedimentation diameter  (D ) a r e  presented in Table 5 only for  Sands 1 and 2 
S 
where fl is quite small .  F o r  the other sands the spread  in grain s izes  i s  
g 
so  l a rge  that a mean seditnentation diameter  has  l i t t le meaning. 
All the sands used a r e  predominantly quartz. Sands 3 and 4 were ob- 
tained f rom a local foundry supply company and were  not fur ther  processed 
except for  washing. Sand 5 was a synthetic preparation designed to give a 
logarithmically normal  s ize distribution with D = 0. 15 m m  and = 1. 8 .  
8 g 
Under microscopic analysis  Sand 4 was found to contain more  than 99 p e r -  
cent quartz  gra ins  of subrounded shape. The other sands a r e  believed to 
be s imi lar  in composition. 
In o r d e r  to get an  idea of the degree of sorting taking place during the 
experiments,  sieve ana lyses  of the sediment load were  made for  most  of 
the runs.  The usual. procedure was to  composite a l l  of the dr ied sand f rom 
the sediment discharge samples  and perform one sieve analysis  for  the com-  
posite. Generally the sediment load was considerably f iner  than the bed 
mater ia l  and usually had a higher geometric standard deviation. 
C. Summarv of E m e r i m e n t a l  Results 
The principal data obtained in both of the flumes a r e  summarized in 
Tables 6,  7, 8 and 9. With the explanations of procedure in Chapter IV  and 
Appendix A,  the tables  should be ent i rely self -explanatory except for  the 
column entitled "Bed Condition", which will be explained below (Sec. D . )  
The experiments in the 10. 5-inch flume (Tables 7 and 8) were a l l  performed 
by Dr.  George Nomicos, and those in  the 33.5-inch flume (Tables 6 and 9 )  
by the wr i te rs .  
Tables 6 and 7 give summar ies  of experiments with movable sand beds 
in the 33.5-inch and 10.5-inch f lumes,  respectively.  The runs  a r e  a r ranged 
in the tables in o r d e r  of increasing velocity for  the depths and sands l isted 
in the headings. The runs were  actually performed in numerical o rde r .  
TABLE 5  
Summary of Sand Size Distributions 
Note: D = ; cg = .,/- g 
Sieve Opening, mrn 
F i g .  14. Sieve analyses  of the sands used in present  investigation 
(Nos. 3, 4 and 5) compared to  sands (NOS.  1  and 2) used 
by Brooks (9) .  
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Detailed discussion and interpretation of these data will be deferred to the 
chapter.  
Table 8 gives some runs which show the effect of tempera ture  var i -  
ation in the 10.5-inch flume fo r  Sand 3 .  It i s  easi ly  seen that with either a 
flat  bed o r  a dune -covered bed a n  inc rease  in  tempera ture  is accompanied 
by a substantial dec rease  in the sediment t ranspor t  without very  significant 
changes in the roughness of the bed. It was not the object of the cu r ren t  
investigation to  study the effect i n  temperature;  hence, only these few runs 
a r e  reported to  show the general  t rend of the effect of temperature and to 
indicate what e r r o r s  a r e  involved if temperature i s  not controlled during 
flume experiments.  
Finally, Table 9 presents  data for some runs with c l ea r  water  made i n  
the 33.5-inch flume a f t e r  reconstruction. The purposes of these runs were:  
(1) to check the equipment; (2) to  determine the hydraulic roughness of the 
newly painted inter ior  of the flume; (3)  to study the velocity distribution in the 
flume throughout c r o s s  -sections at' various stations along the flume; 
and (4) to measure  a few values of the von Karman constant, k. The values 
of the friction factor measured  were  on the average only three percent  
higher than those commonly used f o r  hydraulically smooth pipe. Studies of 
the velocity distribution showed evidence that secondary cur rents  were  p r e s  - 
ent by deviations f rom what would be expected in  simple shear  flow a t  a 
station and a l s o  by unexplained sma l l  variations in the profile a t  var ious 
stations along the flume. Vanoni (7 ,  17) has  given a good discussion of this 
problem previously and the wr i t e r s  a r e  satisfied that although this is not 
necessarily a desirable  condition it is nonetheless unavoidable in  a l l  f lumes 
of this type. Fur thermore ,  some of the von Karman k-values determined, 
a s  reported in Table 9 ,  a r e  paradoxical and seem to depend on the width-to- 
depth ratio.  The variation of these k-values i s  presumed to be the effect of 
secondary circulation. 
Similar  data obtained by Brooks (9) and Barton and Lin (11) a r e  p r e -  
sented in the same f o r m  in Tables 15 and 16 in  Appendix B. F o r  Barton and 
Lints  data,  sidewall calculations were computed as well a s  other quantities 
needed for  the table. 
D. Observations of the Sand Bed 
The major  cause of the ex t reme variations in the channel roughness 
i s  the changing configuration of the sand bed of the flume. At the lower ve - 
locities the beds a r e  typically covered with dunes yielding high values of bed 
fr ic t ion fac tor ,  fb,  while a t  higher velocities the dunes a r e  swept away, r e -  
sulting in much lower values of f The condition of the bed for each run i s  b ' 
indicated by an appropriate  t e r m  in  columns labelled "Eed Condition" in 
Tables 6, 7 and 8. 
In this repor t  only a brief summary  of dune and bed observations will 
be presented,  inasmuch a s  a separa te  paper (20) will present  a detailed d is -  
cussion of the observations and ana lys is  c a r r i e d  out simultaneously with a 
grant f rom the National Science Foundation. 
On the basis  of observations in  both the f lumes  with the various fine 
sands used, the following general  description of changes of the bed con- 
figurations may  be given. If the flow velocity i s  sufficient to move the 
grains a t  a l l ,  and i f  sufficient t ime is allowed, la rge  dunes will develop. 
During this  development stage the total shea r  for  the channel increases  be- 
cause of the increasing roughness,  and the total amount of sediment t r ans  - 
portation gradually inc reases .  In effect, the dunes a r e  a n  aid to the entrain-  
ment of sediment by the flowing water .  Fully developed dunes a t  low veloc- 
ity a r e  character ized by relatively shor t  wavelengths and limited la te ra l  
extent. Single dunes do not extend very  f a r  to  the left o r  right before they 
give way to other dunes,  forming a r a the r  haphazard pat tern without dune 
c r e s t s  extending f rom one wall to  the other .  Such a dune pattern is i l lus-  
t ra ted in Fig. 15 for  Run 2-12. For  this  run the velocity i s  0. 80 fps ,  and 
the sediment discharge concentration i s  only 0. 0033 g r / l  (or  3. 3 ppm). 
As  the velocity is increased  the dune pat tern changes very  gradually 
in comparison to  the r a t e  a t  which the sediment load increases .  A fifty 
percent increase  in velocity may  bring a fifty-fold increase  in the sediment 
discharge but only sma l l  o rde r  changes in the bed fr ic t ion factor ,  usually 
downward. The dunes themselves become more  rounded on their  c r e s t s ,  
their wavelengths increase  slightly and their  la te ra l  extent a l s o  inc reases .  
A m o r e  definite system of passes  i s  developed which i s  probably influential 
in reducing the friction factor .  The height of the dunes seems  to s tay about 
the same,  o r  to dec rease  slightly, being on the average about 1/2 to  3/4 inch 
Flow d i rec t ion  - 
U = 0.  80 f p s ,  d = 0 .541  f t ,  f b  = 0. 076, C = 0 .0033  g r / l  
F ig .  15. Dune configuration a t  a  low r a t e  of sediment  t r an spo r t a  - 
tion (Run 2 -1 2) .  ( F u l l  33.  5 - inch width of the f lume shown. ) 
Flow d i rec t ion  ---A 
U = 1 .40  f p s ,  d = 0. 237 f t ,  f  = 0. 083, C = 2 .  2 ,gr / l  b 
F ig .  16. Dune configuration a t  a  high r a t e  of sediment  t r an spo r t a  - 
t ion (Run 2 -7). ( ~ u l l  3 3 .  5 -inch width of the f lume shown. ) 
for  the runs reported herein,  with maxima of the o rde r  of 1 to 1 . 5  inches.  
Figure 16 is an  i l lustration of this  type of configuration (Run 2-7). F o r  this 
photograph and a l l  following ones,  the flow of water was stopped before the 
photograph was taken. 
Fur the r  increases  in the velocity bring for th a very  s t range phenome - 
non a t  a velocity of around 1 . 4  ips  in the 10.5-inch flume and 1.5 o r  1 . 6  fps 
in the 33.5-inch flume. At these velocities the sand becomes nonuniformly 
distributed in  the flume, creat ing a reach  with generally thick sand bed and 
another reach  with a thinner sand bed. Cver the thick section the depth i s  
reduced, the velocity i s  increased,  and the bed flat; whereas over the thin- 
ner pa r t  of the bed the depth i s  more ,  the velocity is l e s s ,  and the bed i s  
dune -covered with a high fr ic t ion factor.  In this repor t  this phenomenon i s  
called a sand wave. A typical f ront  of a sand wave is shown for  Run 2-17 
in Fig.  17. This front o r  transitiorr f rom flat  to dune-covered bed moves 
downstream in a regular  fashion and rec i rcu la tes  through the pipe and s t a r t s  
over again a t  regular  intervals .  The transit ion f rom rough to flat  a t  the 
other end of the wave i s  much m o r e  gradual and may occur over a n  interval 
of ten to  twenty feet.  Figure 18, for  Run 2-6, i s  an  i l lustration of the cha-  
otic nature of the bed in this  upstream transit ion section of a sand wave. 
F o r  some of the runs  in the la rge  flume severa l  sma l l  secondary sand fronts  
or  sand b a r s  were sometimes observed in addition to the main one, usually 
following behind it .  
A s  indicated by the footnotes in  Tables  6 and 7, the data l isted for  
runs with sand waves apply separately either to the flat section (Runs H - 3 ,  
2-17F, and 2-163') o r  the dune section (Runs 2-l?D and 2,-16D), o r  for  a 
composite of flat  and dune sections (Runs H-7, 6 and 7). 
As  the velocity of the flow is fur ther  increased,  to about 2 fps  o r  more  
depending on the depth, the sand wave disappears .  Careful observation 
shows that a s  the discharge i s  increased  the relative length of the flume 
covered by the flat  section gradually inc reases ,  while that for  the dune s e c -  
tion gradually dec reases  until the dune section d isappears  altogether leaving 
a uniformly flat  bed. The converse i s  t rue  a t  the transit ion between the 
condition of a completely dune-covered bed and the init iation of a short  sand 
wave. 
With the f la t  bed condition, i l lustrated by Fig.  19, there a r e  usually 
Flow d i rec t ion  - 
F l a t  
Section 
Dune 
Section 
0. 203 Depth d ,  f t  0.302 
2..07 Mean velocity,  U ,  fps  1 . 3 9  
0. 031 Bed f r i c t ion  f ac to r ,  f b  0.  077 
0. 15 Avg . thickne s  s of 0 . 1 0  
sand bed, f t  
F ig .  17. Typical  f ron t  of a sand  wave (Run 2-17). ( Ful l  
33. 5 - inch width of the f lume shown. ) 
Flow direct ion -- 
Fig .  18. View in t ransi t ion zone f r o m  rough to flat  fo r  sand wave 
in Run 2 -6 .  ( Compare with abrupt  f lat-to-rough t r ans i -  
tion in F ig .  17. Ful l  33 .5  -inch width of the flume shown.) 
Flow direct ion - 
U = 2. 13 fps ,  d = 0.  233 f t ,  f b  = 0 . 0 2 4 ,  = 2 . 5  g r / ~  
Fig.  19.  F l a t  bed a t  a high t ransporta t ion r a t e  ( ~ u n  2-2). ( ~ u l l  
3 3 . 5  -inch width of the flume shown. ) 
very slight r ipples  near  the wall because of the reduced local velocity. 
Otherwise the bed gives the impress ion  of being exceedingly flat  with v a r i -  
ations in thickness of only a ve ry  few thousandths of a foot. The sediment 
discharge is higher but the sediment discharge concentration has usually 
not changed ve ry  much f r o m  the maximum concentration for  beds entirely 
covered with dunes. 
If the velocity is increased s t i l l  fur ther  to reach  a c r i t ica l  Froude 
number of around 0.8, standing surface waves s t a r t  t o  form and a r e  rein- 
forced  by long wavelength undulations of the bed. When the velocity is in-  
c reased  s o  that the Froude number exceeds 1.0, the surface waves become 
exceedingly high, a s  do the corresponding undulations of the bed; occasion- 
ally the surface waves break  and the peaks of the corresponding waves in 
the bed a r e  rapidly scoured. This condition is character ized by rapid and 
convulsive changes in the bed configuration. These waves cn the bed a r e  
often called anti-dunes.  Because of the unstable nature of the flow no 
experiments in this reg ime were c a r r i e d  on, although i t  is a spectacular 
demonstration exp6riment. Unlike supercr i t ica l  flow of c l ea r  water ,  the 
flow never becomes stable again a s  the Froude number is fur ther  increased 
(unless all the bed sand i s  c a r r i e d  into suspension), 
DISCUSSICN O F  RESULTS O F  GENERAL STUDIES 
The principal findings of the General  Studies will be discussed under 
four headings below: A .  Choice of Independent Variables for  Flume; B.  
Comparison with Field Data f o r  Rio Grande River; C. Channel Friction; 
and D, E. Sediment Transport .  The principal findings of the General Studies 
have a l ready been published by Brooks (22) a s  the closing discussion to his 
ea r l i e r  paper  (9). Some of the text f igures  and tables below have been taken 
directly from that closing discussion. 
A. Choice of Independent Variables for  Flume 
In the past i t  has  usually been presumed that the problem of flow in 
alluvial channels could be solved by choosing as independent var iables  the 
slope, channel geometry,  depthland bed mater ia l  s ize.  However, in  the 
flume studies i t  has  often been found that m o r e  than one equilibrium flow i s  
possible for  given depth d,  slope S ,  and bed mater ia l .  These equilibria 
occur a t  substantially different velocities,  discharges,  and sediment loads. 
Consequently, the velocity U, f o r  example,  cannot be considered a unique 
function of d and S. On the other hand, it was found that the inverse 
relation is unique when U and d a r e  chosen a s  independent variables and 
S i s  taken a s  dependent. 
Since i t  is awkward f o r  engineers  to deal with multiple solutions to  a 
problem for  which i t  is not c l ea r  which is the co r rec t  answer ,  the proper  
choice of the independent var iables  is essent ial  fo r  c l ea r  thinking. Fur ther  - 
more ,  dimensional analysis  cannot determine which dimensionless numbers 
should be considered independent and which ones dependent. The objective 
of this section i s ,  therefore,  to  discuss  the resu l t s  in a d i rec t  way to i l lus-  
t r a t e  the effects of the seve ra l  var iables  on each other and to indicate which 
functional relationships m a y  be expected to  be unique, and hence most  useful 
To facil i tate discussion of this uniqueness problem, Figs .  20, 21, and 
22 have been prepared  f rom the data presented in  Tables  6 and 7 .  No dimen- 
sional analysis  has been made,  but r a the r  the data have been plotted directly 
to show some of the s imple relationships. F o r  example, Fig. 20 shows how 
the slope S, bed shea r  velocity U,b, and bed friction factor fb, vary with 
the mean velocity U when the depth is held constant a t  about 0 .24  feet  with 
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Fig .  20. Var ia t ion of S, Ugh and f b  with U fo r  depth = 0. 233  to 0. 250 
f t  f o r  Sands 1, 3 and 4 in  10 .5 - inch  f lume (Brooks ,  Nomicos) 
and Sand 4 in 33 .5 - inch  f lume (Vanoni and Brooks) .  
Fig .  21 .  Variation of S,  UBb and fb with U f o r  depth = 0 .  241 f t  f o r  
Sand 5 in  the 1 0 . 5  - inch f lume.  
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Fig .  22. Var ia t ion  of S,  U ,  and f b  with U f o r  depth = 0 .524  t o  0 . 5 5 3  
-4. b 
f t  f o r  Sand 4 i n  3 3 .  5 -inch f lume.  
the bed-material  s ize  kept constant a t  D = 0.14 mm.  In this category fall  
g 
not only some runs by Nomicos in  the 10.5-inch flume and by the wr i t e r s  in 
the 33.5-inch f lume,  but a l so  some e a r l i e r  runs by Brooks fo r  Sand 1 ( see  
bppendix B). 
F r o m  Fig. 20 i t  is seen  that the bed friction factor f b  dec reases  
markedly f rom 0. 15 to  0.025 when the velocity U is increased  f rom 0. 8 
to 2 .0  fps.  The points w h i c h a r e  half blacked-in in  the figure apply to those 
runs i n  which a sand wave was  observed, and the individual data points may  
apply to  ei ther  the dune section o r  the f la t  section, o r  may  be a composite 
of both, a s  indicated in Tables 6 and 7. A s  previously pointed out, the 
cause for  this tremendous variation in roughness is the reduction of the 
rugosity of the dunes a s  the velocity increases .  The same s o r t  of variation 
in fb i s  shown in Fig. 21, which is f o r  the same depth (d = 0 . 2 4  f t )  using 
Sand 5 which has  a ve ry  la rge  geometric standard deviation (6 = 1.76)  with 
g 
approximately the same  median gra in  s ize  (0.1 5 mm) . However, when the 
depth i s  increased  to about 0 .54  f t  (Fig.  22) the friction factor i s  no longer 
a s  large even a t  i t s  maximum value which is l e s s  than 0. 10. Fur thermore ,  
there appears  to be a slight increase  in  fb with increase  in U in the range 
0. 8 to  1. 2 fps before the fr ic t ion factor  drops finally to 0.02. The cause of 
these differences i s  not understood, except that the reduction i n  the maxi-  
mum friction factor when the depth is increased  i s  due to  the fact that the 
dunes do not increase  appreciably in  s ize  when the depth is increased;  there - 
fo re ,  the relative roughness of the bed i s  diminished, making a correspond- 
ing drop in  fb. Fur the r  discussion of channel f r ic t ion will be given in  Sec. 
C. 
Perhaps  the most  surpr i s ing  resu l t  of these studies is the variation of 
slope S with velocity. In all c a s e s  (F igs .  20, 21 and 22) S f i r s t  i nc reases  
with U, holding depth constant, a s  would be expected, but then drops during 
a fur ther  inc rease  in U when the dunes a r e  swept f rom the bed, and finally 
r i s e s  again with U when the bed becomes flat. The S-shaped curve thus 
obtained indicates that for  a given depth and slope i t  i s  actually possible to  
find m o r e  than one equilibrium velocity. In par t icular ,  f rom Fig. 21 i t  
would appear  that there  may  be as many a s  three equilibrium velocities f o r  
a slope such a s  0.0024, namely, U = 0.9,  1 .4,  and 2.1 fps. However, a t  a 
higher o r  lower value of slope there  may s t i l l  be only one solution; fo r  exam- 
ple, using a slope of 0.0032 in  Fig.  21,  we find that U = 2.45 fps is the only 
possible velocity. As  previously mentioned, the cause of this r eve r sa l  i n  
the slope-velocity curve is the tremendous reduction i n  the friction fac tor  
resulting f rom the disappearance of the dunes. 
Considering now the shea r  on the bed as expressed  by the bed shea r  
velocity U we find the same  general  resu l t s .  The velocity i s  not 
*b' -
uniquely determined by the shear  s t r e s s ,  a s  i t  would be fo r  the flow in a 
channel with a rigid rough bed and fixed friction fac tor .  Here again Fig.  21 
shows the possibility oi having three  different velocities f o r  U = 0. 12 fps.  
*b 
In Fig. 20 i t  i s  apparent, that there  i s  a slight difference between the 10.5 - 
inch and the 33.3-inch f lumes .  This  i s  presumed to be an  effect of the walls 
which i s  not accounted f o r  in a sidewall correct ion procedure.  However, the 
differences i n  U*b a r e  smal l ,  being always l e s s  than 10 percent and on the 
average only about 4 percent.  
F igures  20-22 i l lustrate  that whereas depth and slope cannot be con- 
s idered independent var iables  because more  than one velocity i s  possible,  
on the other hand depth and velocity can  be readily used a s  the independent 
var iables  with slope,  bed shea r  s t r e s s ,  and fr ic t ion factor  being dependent 
variables.  In other words,  given d and U, then S. Uob and f b  a r e  
uniquely determined. The points i n  Fig.  20 scz t te r  m o r e  than those in Figs.  
21 and 22; the la t te r  f i ~ u r e s  a r e  each fo r  a single sand in one flume, thus 
indicating that the sca t te r  i n  Fig. 20 i s  due probably to  the slight differences 
in the sands and the f lumes used. Also, i t  should be noted tbat there was 
no tempera ture  control for  all the runs  i n  the 33.5 -inch flume (Sand 4) and 
for the runs by Brooks (Sand 1) in the 10.5-inch flume. 
Although i t  is not apparent i n  Figs .  20, 21, and 22, there  a r e  some 
combinations of depth and velocity which a r e  impossible to achieve in the 
flume. Instead of the problem of multiple solutions, we now have no solu- 
tions. It is impossible,  for example, to obtain experimental points in the 
gap between U = 1 .8  and 2 .4  fps  in Fig.  22. If a n  attempt i s  made,  a sand 
wave develops which yields one section of high-velocity, low -depth, f lat  -bed 
flow, and another of lower -velocity, higher -depth, rough-bed flow. Hence 
neither the c o r r e c t  depth nor velocity is obtained. Although the average of 
the two conditions i s  the des i red  combination of depth and velocity, i t  i s  ap -  
parently an unstable situation in  which the flow equilibrium splits and 
"slides" off both ways f rom the des i red  depth and velocity. It would be 
interesting to  know if such conditions prevai l  in the field. 
Since the velocity U i s  not uniquely determined by d and S, i t  i s  
- 
= ~ p a r e n t  f rom Fig, 2 3  that the sediment discharge concentration C, i s  a l so  
not uniquely determined by these variables .  F o r  example, in Fig. 21 (which 
shows resu l t s  for  Sand 5) we find that when U*b = 0. 12 fps  the velocity may 
be 0 .8 ,  1.5, o r  2 . 2  fps.  At U = 0 .8  fps  we find f rom Fig. 2 3  that = 0. 30 
p-ams/ l i te r  fo r  Sand 5,  while fo r  the two higher velocities F i s  between 
3 and 4 grams/l i ter .  Similar ly,  the discharge and the sediment t ranspor ta -  
tion ra te  p e r  unit width (q and q respectively) cannot be considered unique 
s' 
functions of depth and slope, o r  bed shea r  (assuming fixed bed mater ia l  s ize  
and width). However, it is seen f rom Fig. 24 that q and qs may indeed be 
taken a s  independent var iables  with d and U being uniquely determined 
dependent var iables;  moreover ,  i t  was found that fb and S a r e  a l s o  
uniquely fixed by q and q . Of course ,  the grain s ize of the mater ia l  is 
S 
a l so  considered a n  independent var iable ,  and the width is fixed. Thus, f rom 
Fig. 24 one may  es t imate  that given q = 0.5 cfs/ft and qS = 1 .0  lbs/ft rnin. , 
it i s  required that the depth be about 0.4 f t  for  Sand 4. Using q and q 
S 
a s  the independent var iables ,  no multiple solutions to this problem have been 
found. In fact ,  considering how natural  r i v e r s  must  operate ,  it is perhaps 
reasonable to  consider  the water  and sediment discharge a s  being the inde - 
pendent var iables  and the depth and roughness being the response of the 
s t ream to  the applied q and qs. 
The multiplicity of the relation between sediment discharge and depth 
and slope, encountered in  the present  experiments ,  was f i r s t  pointed out by 
Brooks (9) and has not been observed by other  investigators.  Ei ther  this  
multiplicity caused by the variable roughness has  not been noticed, o r  e l se  
it has  not been nearly s o  pronounced ( i f  existent a t  a l l )  for  some of the other 
sand s i zes  used heretofore in  sediment transportation experiments.  
With coarse  mater ia l ,  the sediment moves pr imar i ly  a s  bed load; 
although dunes have been observed, i t  is possible that the roughness may 
not undergo nearly such radical  changes. In this case ,  the bed-load t r a n s -  
portation ra te  would be m o r e  o r  l e s s  direct ly  related to the shea r ,  as f i r s t  
suggested by DuBoys, and checked by countless investigators during the 
past s eve ra l  decades. However, the l a rge  sca t te r  of the points i n  a l l  graphs 
of bed-load t ransportat ion r a t e s  (which is usually ignored) i s  evidence that 
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Fig. 24. Relation of depth to  q and q for  var ious  sands.  
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some other effect, such a s  roughness has not been taken full account of. 
In some bed-load formulas, notably that of the Waterways Experiment Sta- 
tion (Vicksburg), the Manning roughness coefficient n has been included 
in the formula a s  an independent variable; however, a method for  predict- 
ing n i s  then needed. Einstein's bed-load theory (23) takes account of 
variable channel roughness and uses the method given by Einstein and 
Barbarossa (16) f o r  determining it .  This method of predicting channel 
friction will be discussed in Sec. C. 
It i s  doubtful whether changes in roughness play a very significant 
part in the mechanics of s t r eams  with beds of s i l t  o r  clay, o r  the finely 
ground silica flour used by Kalinske and Hsia (24). It seems that dunes 
may never become very large in this mater ia l  because i t  i s  so easily moved 
by flowing water even a t  very low velocities. Fo r  nine different flows over 
a bed covered with this  extremely fine material ,  Hsia found that the Manning 
n varied only from 0.01 19 to 0.0098, with one of the highest values being 
for the run with the smallest  sediment concentration (0.64'70) and the small- 
es t  n for the run with the largest  concentration (11.1%). He found that 
the transportation ra te  did have a direct  relation to the bed shear ,  increas - 
ing when the shear  increased. 
Consequently, i t  may be that the multiple relationship between sedi- 
ment transportation ra te  and bed shear  occurs only for  some intermediate 
range of sediment s izes  under ordinary circumstances, o r  possibly i t  would 
occur only a t  unusually large  shears  for  coarse  mater ia l  and a t  extremely 
small shears  for  fine material.  
Experiments with movable beds of fine sand have only recently been 
made because of the difficulty of making them, even though this material  i s  
commonly found on the beds of la rge  r ivers .  Notable among recent experi- 
ments a r e  those a t  the Colorado State University reported by Barton and 
Lin (1 1). (For  tabular summary of data, see a lso  Appendix B. ) On the basis 
of these experiments, Barton (25) disagrees with the conclusion noted above 
that discharge and sediment t ransport  ra te  a r e  not uniquely determined by 
the depth, slope and grain size. Not finding such a conclusion i s  probably 
the resul t  of the way in  which the runs were scheduled and analyzed. 
If the experimental resul ts  of Barton and Lin a r e  plotted, a s  shown in 
Fig. 25, with discharge Q a s  abscissa,  depth d a s  ordinate, and slope S 
a s  the third variable,  contours of equal slope may be drawn in the figure.  
These curves  f o r  constant slope a r e ,  in  effect, rating curves  for  the flume 
used by Barton and Lin, considering the depth a s  equivalent to the stage. 
F o r  some values of S, there  appea r s  to  be a n  inflection in the contour 
which would indicate the possibility of finding more  than one equilibrium 
Q f o r  a given depth and slope. Gn the other hand, f o r  a given Q and S, 
there appears  to be no difficulty in  determining the depth. Although this  i s  
contrary to  a co~iclusion given by Brooks (9, p. 16, 4(b)), no new data were 
obtained in  these studies to  resolve the disagreement.  
Other extensive experiments  with suspended load have a l so  been made 
recently a t  the University of Iowa by E. Laursen  ( 2 6 ) ,  but his report  was 
not available in  t ime to be discussed herein.  
In summary ,  the cu r ren t  experiments  bear  out in general  the conclu- 
sions given by Brooks (9) i n  1955 f o r  s t r e a m s  car ry ing  suspended loads of 
bed mater ial .  A s  they apply he re ,  they may be enumerated as follows: 
( I )  In the laboratory f lumes it was found that neither the velocity 
nor the sediment t ransportat ion r a t e  could be expressed  a s  a single-valued 
function of the bed shea r  s t r e s s ,  o r  any combination of depth and slope,or 
bed hydraulic radius and slope. This contradicts assumptions which have 
commonly been held for  some y e a r s ,  to the effect that knowledge of the 
slope, channel geometry,  and bed ma te r i a l  of a s t r eam were  sufficient to  
predetermine i t s  flow and sediment-transporting charac ter i s t ics .  
( 2 )  The cause of the nonuniqueness cited in Conclusion (1), above, 
i s  the ex t reme variation in channel roughness caused by the variable nature 
of the bed configuration. In general ,  the runs a t  low velocity were accom- 
panied by high, rugged dunes, while those a t  high velocity were  associated 
with flat  beds, with sand wave phenomena occurr ing a t  intermediate ve-  
locities. 
(3)  Cn the basis  of experiments  to  date, i t  appears  that the depth 
and velocity may  logically be  used as  independent var iables  along with the 
grain s ize of the bed mater ial .  Knowing these quantities, it i s  found for  the 
flumes that the slope, bed shear , f r ic t ion factor ,  and sediment discharge a r e  
a l l  uniquely determined. 
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q ,  Discharge per Unll Width, ds/ f t  
Fig .  25. Relation between slope,  depth and discharge fo r  Barton and 
Lin flume data (1 1) .  (Mean sand s ize  = 0.  18 m m .  ) 
Rio Grande R ~ v e r  at Berna l~ l lo ,  N Mex., 1952 
q, D i s c h a r g e  per F o o t  W ~ d t h ,  c f s / f l  
Fig.  26. Variation of hydraulic rad ius ,  slope,  f r ic t ion fac tor  and bed- 
m a t e r i a l  s ize  with changing discharge fo r  Rio Grande River  
a t  Bernali l lo,  New Mexico, Apri l -July ,  1952. 
It was a l so  found possible to consider the water and sediment d i s -  
charges a s  independent var iables ,  and f rom these to  determine the depth, 
velocity, f r ic t ion factor ,  and slope. These relationships a r e  a l l  i l lustrated 
in Figs .  20-24. 
(4) F r o m  a n  examination of F igs .  20-24 the following general re la  - 
tionships a r e  apparent:  
a .  F o r  a constant discharge,  q, an increase  in  sediment d is -  
charge ,  qs, requi res  a decrease  in the depth, d.  
b. If q is to  be increased  without changing qs, then a n  in-  
c r e a s e  in  d is necessary ,  although this increase  i s  
relatively l e s s  than in q. 
c .  When the velocity, Us increases  with depth d constant, the 
bed friction factor ,  fb, generally drops,  the slope. S, and 
bed shea r  velocity, U+b, may either increase  o r  decrease  
- 
4 
and the concentration, C increases  until the sand wave 
stage i s  reached. 
d. When d is increased  with U constant, f b  and both 
decrease .  
e.  The bed shea r  velocity U,b appeared to change l e s s  than 
any other quantity. It may be expected, therefore,  that 
U+b is not a good variable f rom which to  attempt to de ter -  
mine the flow and sediment transportation charac ter i s t ic  s .  
f .  The conclusions above a r e  unaffected by the geometric 
s tandard deviation of the bed sand, which ranges f rom 
,r = 1. 11 for Sand 1 to  3- = 1.76 fo r  Sand 5 with insig- g g 
nificant change in  the geometric mean s ize.  
8 .  Comparison with Field Data for Rio Grande River 
Various field observations to  support the conclusions above have a l -  
ready been presented by Brooks (9)and have been discussed a t  length ( 2 7 , 2 2 )  
and will not be repeated here.  (See a l so  Chaps. I1 and VIII . )  However, 
some recent field data fo r  the Rio Grande River a t  Bernalillo, New Mexico, 
were analyzed for  comparison with the laboratory resul ts ,  and will be p r e -  
sented here.  The basic data and some computed quantities, such a s  the 
shear  velocity and the friction factor ,  a r e  tabulated in Table 10. The 
measurements  were taken by the U. S. Geological Survey and the U. S. 
Bureau of Reclamation, and were furnished to the wr i ters  by a personal 
communication from Dr. Luna B. Leopold of the U. S. 6. S. The column 
headings in the table follow as nearly a s  possible those used in the previous 
tables for the laboratory resul ts ;  however, since the rat io of the width to 
depth is of the order  of 100 o r  more ,  there is essentially no difference be- 
tween the mean depth and the hydraulic radius.  Fur thermore ,  no sidewall 
corrections were made, inasmuch a s  they a r e  unnecessary, and s o  there i s  
no distinction between f and fb. At Section F, it  i s  presumed that local 
degradation and elimination of some overbank flow is responsible for  the 
large variations in channel width. 
F rom the tabulated data i t  is apparent that the friction factor var ies  
considerably, generally being higher when the velocity and suspended-load 
discharges a r e  low. To present  the data graphically, Fig. 26 has been 
prepared with discharge per  unit width as abscissa and hydraulic radius a s  
ordinate in a manner s imi lar  to Fig. 25. Adjacent to each plotted point a r e  
numbered the values of the slope, the friction factor ,  and Db5. The a r rows  
in the figure show the progress  of t ime from the ear l ies t  to the latest  ob- 
servation. 
The loops shown in Fig. 2 6 a r e  due mainly to variations in the friction 
factor .  At each station neither the slope nor D65 changed radically during 
the passage of the spring floods, although it  may be noted that the friction 
8 Note that the wash load is included in the sediment discharge data given 
in Table 10; since only the bed-material  load has a significant effect on 
roughness, the relation of f to the total suspended-load discharge is not 
clear  -cut. 
TABLE 10 
R I O  GRANDE RIVER AT BERNALILM, NEW MMICO: SUMMARY OF SPECIAL MEASEEMEWTS DURING APRIL-JULY, 1952' 
Footnotes: 1. D r .  Luna B.  Leopold, personal  communication. Measurements by U. S. Geological Survey and U. S. Bureau of Reclamation. 
2. Sect ion A-2 is  located a t  t h e  cable where discharge measurements a r e  usual ly taken by U. S. G.  S.; Sect ion F i s  loca ted  approximately 
1 1/2 miles downstream from Sect ion A-2. 
3. Temperatures from Water Supply Paper 1252, U. S. G. S., p. 379. 
e Estimated. 
U* 
Shear 
Veloci ty 
f Ps 
0.277 
0.331 
0.321 
0.304 
0.264 
0.288 
0.178 
0.240 
0.230 
0.264 
0.279 
0.217 
Sect ion 
A-2 
F 
Q 
Discharge 
cf  s 
2820 
6440 
6120 
4775 
2800 
2030 
2820 
6440 
6120 
4775 
2800 
2030 
Date 
(1952) 
A P ~  25 
~ a y  12
June 17 
June 20 
June 26 
J u l y  24 
Apr 25 
May 12 
June 17 
June 20 
June 26 
J u l y  24 
U 
Average 
Veloci ty 
f Ps 
4.14 
6.52 
5.95 
5.04 
3.74 
2.77 
3.72 
5.40 
5.73 
5.43 
3.11 
2.20 
f 
F r i c t i o n  
Factor  
0.036 
0.026 
0.023 
0. 029 
0.040 
0.086 
0.018 
0.016 
0.013 
0.019 
0.064 
0.078 
b 
Width 
ft  
272 
272 
272 
272 
268 
270 
640 
570 
497 
350 
d = r 
Depth or 
Hyd. Rad. 
f t  
2.49 
3.55 
3.72 
3.44 
2.75 
2.69 
1.18 
2.09 
2.18 
2.51 
q = ~ / b  
c f s / f t  
10.4 
23.7 
22.5 
17.6 
10.4 
7.52 
4.41 
11.3 
12.3 
13.6 
S 
Slope 
0.00096e 
0.00096 
0.00086 
0.00084 
0.00079 
0.00096 
0.00084 
0.00086 
0.00075 
0.00086 
0.00100 
0.00093 
370 
581 
T~ 
Water 
Temp. 
OC 
1 2  
1 8  
1 8  
1 8  
1 8  
20 
12 
1 8  
1 8  
1 8  
18  
20 
7 5 7  1 2-42 
3.49 1.58 
F 
Froude N o  
0.46 
0.61 
0.54 
0.48 
0.40 
0.30 
0.60 
0.66 
0.68 
0.60 
0.35 
0.31 
Measured Suspended Bed Mate r ia l  
Load 
c" 
tons/day 
25,300 
64,500 
38,700 
21,250 
7,070 
14,910 
21, 600 
49,400 
28,700 
20,100 
7,090 
10,560 
Analysis 
'35 
mm 
0.19 
0.33 
0.25 
0.28 
0.25 
0.22 
0.25 
0.30 
0.26 
0.27 
0.26 
0.27 
Discharge 
gr/f 
3.33 
3.72 
2.34 
1.65 
0.94 
2.72 
2.84 
2.84 
1.74 
1.56 
0.94 
1.93 
D65 
mm 
0.28 
0.47 
0.33 
0.37 
0.36 
0.33 
0.35 
0.44 
0.36 
0.40 
0.36 
0.35 
factor does change substantially. This would appear  to indicate that the 
cause of the variation in f i s  the change in the bed configuration and that 
this change happens to  be of about the right o rde r  of magnitude to keep the 
slope nearly the same  in  spite of the other  variations. It appears  f rom Fig.  
26 that i t  i s  possible to get two different velocities o r  discharges for the 
same hydraulic radius  and slope, thus confirming s imi lar  observations 
f rom the flume data to  the effect that the velocity (or  unit discharge) need 
not be a unique function of r and S .  In fac t ,  for  Section F between June 
20 and 26, with r near ly  constant a t  2.5 f t ,  the slope actually increased 
f rom 0.00086 to 0.00100 a t  the same  t ime the velocity dropped f rom 5 . 4  to 
3 . 1  fps;  this was possible only because f increased  from 0.019 to 0.064. 
When an  alluvial s t r eam will flow at two different velocities on two 
different occasions,  even with the s a m e  r and S,  i t  may only be p r e -  
sumed that the change in  f comes  about because of a change in  the sedi-  
ment load entering the reach  (f being higher when the sediment discharge 
i s  lower). F r o m  Fig. 26, i t  a l s o  appears  possible that for  a given unit 
discharge q there  may be m o r e  than one equilibrium depth, depending 
again on the charac ter  of the sediment load. The f ac t  that these changes 
can come about without significant change in the gra in  s ize of the bed 
mater ia l  s eems  to contradict  a suggestion by Einstein (27) to  the effect 
that they occur as  the response to  significant changes i n  the s ize of the bed 
mater ia l  during the passage of a flood. 
Although the field data for  the Rio Grande River (Table 10) a r e  some-  
what l imited, nevertheless  it i s  hoped that they will help to  point the way 
for future study. Much information i s  available on the behavior of natural  
r ive r s ,  but very  l i t t le of i t  is complete in the sense that a l l  necessary  
quantities were  measured ,  including i t ems  such as slope, grain s ize  d is -  
tribution of the bed mater ia l ,  and sediment discharge and i t s  s ize d i s t r i -  
bution. 
Carey and Keller  (14) have shown a s imi lar  rating curve with a loop 
in i t ,  with the r is ing stage being on the lower par t  of the loop and the falling 
stage on the upper par t .  They have explained this a s  a lag i n  the adjustment 
of the sand waves on the bed to the changing of the ra te  of discharge,  s o  
that on the rising stage the bed is not a s  rough a s  i t  should be, and on the 
falling stage i t  is rougher than i t  should be.  This,  however, presumes  
that the sand waves a r e  the la rges t  a t  the maximum ra te  of flow, whereas 
in the flume i t  has  been found that a t  the highest ra te  of flow the bed i s  
smoothest.  The velocities in the Mississ ippi  River may never get high 
enough to produce a f la t  bed. The bed of the Mississippi may a l s o  not 
become a s  smooth a s  that of a flume because of a rmor ing ,  o r  other 
effects resulting f rom i t s  l a rge r  range of particle s izes  in the bed. 
Gn the other hand, the observed loop may be explained on the basis  
of higher bed-mater ial  load to  be c a r r i e d  on the r is ing stage, s o  that a 
sma l l e r  stage and fr ic t ion factor  a t  given Q may be an  equilibrium condi- 
tion. Cn the bas is  of observations of rapid bed changes in  the f lumes,  i t  
is believed that beds of r i v e r s  m a y  readjust themselves more  rapidly than 
is sometimes believed, i. e . ,  perhaps i n  a few days instead of a few months.  
C. Analysis of Channel Frict ion 
In the previous section i t  has  been shown how variable the hydraulic 
roughness of a channel may be. Consequently, no theory fo r  the hydraulics 
of channels with highly movable beds is adequate without a means for  p re -  
dicting the roughness f rom other  known propert ies  of a s t r eam.  
Only ve ry  recently have any at tempts  a t  this been made. Cne of the 
most  significant i s  an  analysis  proposed by Einstein and Barbarossa .  They 
consider that the bed shear  s t r e s s  ro may  be divided into two p a r t s  
wherein 7; is the shea r  s t r e s s  which would resul t  f rom grain resis tance 
only on a flat  bed, and T: is the additional shear  s t r e s s  due to i r r egu la r i  - 
t i e s  i n  bed and banks such a s  dunes and ba r s .  In using the t e r m  "shear"  i t  
should, of course ,  be recognized that the resis tance of the dunes is actual- 
ly form d rag  resulting f rom p r e s s u r e  differentials on the front and back 
s ides  of the dunes, and i s  expressed  as an  equivalent shear  s t r e e s  (T" ) 0 
fo r  convenience. 
With the shea r  thus divided, they then divide the hydraulic radius r 
into two pa r t s  r ' and r "  in a corresponding way: 
* o  
= y r S  = y S ( r l  + r") ( 6 )  
Fur the rmore ,  corresponding shear  velocities u; and u; a r e  defined 
a s  follows: 
where U: = u t  + u;j 2 (11) 
The quantity r '  is the hydraulic radius which the s t r eam must  have 
in o r d e r  to flow a t  the same  velocity and slope without dune resis tance.  A 
relation between velocity U and r '  is given by the Prandtl-von Karman 
logarithmic res i s tance  law fo r  fixed channels with constants a s  given by 
Keulegan (28) 
where Ks = D65 is the grain roughness of the bed, and x i s  a correct ion 
factor f o r  channels which a r e  not hydrodynamically rough expressed in  the 
form (16, Fig. 2) 
K 
S 
x = f(-) = f  ( KS u; 
6' 11.6 v 
1 
with 6' being the thickness of the laminar  sublayer. A s  long a s  ~ ~ / 6 '  ) 5, 
x = 1.00 for  a l l  pract ical  purposes.  
Using these equations, r t  and u; can be determined by t r i a l  and e r r o r  
for  any se t  of hydraulic measurements .  The shear  velocity fo r  the dune r e -  
s is tance may then be found by Eq. 11 with US and u$ known. considering 
that the resis tance is intimately related to  the sediment t ranspor t  along the 
bed, Einstein and Barbarossa  express  the dimensionless rat io  U/U; as a 
function of Einstein's flow intensity parameter  \k l  which i s  
The quantities ps and p a r e  the m a s s  densit ies of sediment and fluid, 
respectively,  and D i s  considered the representative grain s i ze  of the 35 
bed mater ia l  f o r  the purpose of this analysis.  The t ranspor t  of sand gra ins  
i s  considered a function of the grain shea r  T ' alone, s o  that r' appears  in 
0 
the above formula instead of r. In case  a sidewall correct ion i s  made, r ,  
r ' ,  and r " in  all the foregoing equations a r e  replaced by rb ,  rd ,  and r "  b '  
which apply to  the bed section only. 
F r o m  data fo r  a number of la rge  r i v e r s  they prepared  a graph of 
U/U$ ve r sus  9 '  (16, Fig.  3) .  A.lthough there  is a consistent t rend  in the 
points, the zone of sca t te r  is s o  grea t  that the solution to  roughness prob-  
lems,  using their  curve of best  f i t ,  is subject to la rge  e r r o r s  (22). 
F o r  comparison of laboratory with field data,  values of l/r ' and 
U/U; were computed fo r  a l l  the runs with sediment l is ted i n  this  repor t  
(Tables 6 ,7 ,15 ,16)  and were  plotted in Figs.  27 and 28. To facil i tate the 
computations, a special  graphical procedure,  descr ibed in Appendix C ,  
was evolved to  avoid t r i a l - and-e r ro r  solutions. The a r r a y  of points for  the 
Caltech data (F ig .  2 7) deviates substantially f rom the curve  given by 
Einstein and Barbarossa ,  especially fo r  the sma l l e r  values of 9 '  . When 
the flume data show higher values of U/U$ fo r  the same  -+ ' , i t  means that 
the bed of the flume is smoother than would be predicted f rom the curve.  
Since JI ' dec reases  as U and r t S  increase ,  i t  may be said that with in- 
creasing velocity the "flume ri v e r s  " get smooth f a s t e r  than natural  r iver  s. 
Although i t  has  been suggested (27) that this discrepancy is due to  differ- 
ences in 0- (or  in the uniformity of bed mater ial) ,  this  is not the c a s e  
g 
inasmuch a s  the data points in  Fig.  27 align themselves pract ical ly  inde- 
pendently of CT which cover s  the wide range f rom 1. 1 1 to  1 .7  6 with D 
g g 
nearly constant. 
On the other hand, Barton and Lin 's  data* (Fig. 28) show much better 
agreement with the bar - res i s tance  curve.  A curve of best  f i t  f o r  these 
points would be nearly para l le l  to  the Einstein curve and slightly above it ,  
whereas in Fig. 27 a curve fitting the data would c r o s s  i t  a t  a considerable 
angle. The apparent difference in  resu l t s  i s  not understood; however, since 
the 4-foot-wide flume used by Barton and Lin is l a r g e r  than e i ther  of the 
* Sidewall correct ions were  made (Table 16) before the values of $ ' and 
u/ug were  calculated. 
Fig.  27 .  Resis tance data fo r  f lume exper iments  l i s ted  in 
Tables  6, 7 and 15 compared  with Einste in-  
Ba rba ros sa  ba r - r e s i s t ance  curve  for  natural  
channels .  
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Fig.  28.  Resis tance data fo r  f lume exper iments  by ,Barton 
and Lin (Table  16) compared with Einste in-  
Ba rba ros sa  ba r - r e s i s t ance  curve  for  natural  
channels . 
flumes used by the wr i t e r s ,  there  may be a scale effect which i s  not a c -  
counted for  by the analysis  of bar  and dune res i s tance  by Einstein and 
Barbaros  sa .  
Another possible explanation fo r  the apparent inconsistency between 
some of the flume and r ive r  data i s  the wall effect. Whereas,  in the 
laboratory flumes the maximum width-to-depth rat io  was only about 12 ,  
natural r i v e r s  commonly have width-depth rat ios  of the o rde r  of 100. In 
the laboratory,  the s t r eam is confined to  a straight channel and the walls 
a r e  usually smooth. The sidewall correct ion procedure (Appendix A)  i s  
supposed to eliminate the wall effect a s  f a r  a s  the calculation of the bed 
friction i s  concerned, but there  is no known correct ion for  the effect of 
the walls on the sediment t ransportat ion and dune configuration. 
Figure 29 shows the computed values of 9 '  and U/U: for  the Rio 
Grande River data presented in Table 10. The time sequence of points 
does not lend confidence to the bar - res i s tance  curve,  and one i s  led to be- 
lieve that the sca t te r  is not ent i rely random but that the roughness problem 
has not yet been solved satisfactorily.  
A s impler  approach to  the roughness problem is to  divide the slope S 
into two pa r t s ,  S t  and S " ,  (as  suggested by Meyer-Peter  and Muller (29)). 
Thus in place of Eqs .  7 and 8, we would have 
In this  sense S' is the slope that the s t r eam would have i f  it  were to flow 
at the same velocity and depth without any form resis tance due to  dunes and 
ba r s ;  S" is the additional slope (or energy) required to overcome dune r e -  
sistance. The advantage of this  point of view is that r '  in Eq. 12  i s  r e -  
placed by r ,  and S t  (in U; = m) is simply determined without t r i a l  
and e r r o r ,  (An ordinary pipe fr ic t ion diagram may  a l s o  be used instead of 
Eq. 12, using 4 r in  place of the pipe diameter) .  Fur thermore ,  in  compnr-  
ing the roughness of a s t r eam with and without dunes, i t  s eems  logical to 
keep the velocity, c r o s s  section and discharge the same with a l l  the va r i -  
ation in  the slope. Cn the other hand, i t  is not c l ea r  what the significance 
i s  of comparing a s t r eam with dunes having hydraulic radius  r with one 
Rio  Gronde River at Bernaiillo, N Mex,  1952 
Fig .  29. Res i s tance  data  f o r  Rio Grande  River  a t  Bernal i l lo ,  New 
Mexico,  Apr i l - Ju ly ,  1952, compa red  with E ins te in -  
B a r b a r o s s a  b a r - r e s i s t a n c e  cu rve .  
without dunes having a much smal le r  hydraulic radius  a t  (and hencc sma l l e r  
discharge) a s  implied by the Einstein-Barbarossa a i~a lys i s ;  for  example, i t  
appears  unreasonable to represent  the relative grain roughness in Eq. 12 
by X ' / K ~  based on the fictitious hydraulic radius r ' ,  instead of by r / ~ ~ ,  
which may be much l a rge r .  
The proportionality between the fr ic t ion factor f and the slope S 
makes the interpretat ion of the divided slope S = S'  + S" simple.  By defi- 
nition 
8 g r S  - 8 g r  
- -(S' + S") 
u2 
Thence we may easi ly  define f '  and f t '  a s  
and f = f' + f f '  . (20) 
The friction factor  is thereby divided into two parts :  f ' ,  which would obtzi.2 
in  the absence of dune res i s tance ,  and f", the coefficient for  the additional 
friction due to dunes. A s  tnentioned above, f '  can be determined in a 
straightforward way f rom a pipe fr ic t ion diagram; however, a universal  
method o r  graph f o r  determining f"  has not yet been evolved, although 
re sea rch  i s  continuing. It may  be noted that for  the flume experiments 
the rat io  f"/ft was somet imes  as high as seven. 
A wholly different procedure has  been suggested by Ali  and Albertson 
(10). They have attempted to  define a relation of the type 
where R i s  the Reynolds number ( u ~ / v  ) , C is the Chezy coefficient and 
D is the representat ive s ize of the bed mater ial .  The laboratory data f c r  
the 10.5- and 3 3 . 5  -inch f lumes were  plotted on the graph presented by  PIli 
and Albertson ( m v s .  R with curves  for  different r ) , but the ag ree  - 
rnent between their  curves  fo r  various values of r / ~  and the plotted points 
was not good. In par t icu lar ,  i t  appeared that the fr ic t ion factor  did not 
change fas t  enough with changes in velocity o r  Reynolds number. F o r  ex-  
ample,  the runs in the 10.5-inch flume with Sand 5 (Table 7) show a change 
in wb from 7 to 18 (fb f rom 0.16 to  0.025) when R increases  only 
f r o m  20,000 to 35, C O O  a t  r /D 2 400. On the other hand, by interpola- 
b g -  
tion on the Ali and Albertson graph (10, Fig.  1) one would expect only a 
change of f rom 7 to 9 (fb f rom 0. 16 to  0.10) fo r  the same range in 
Reynolds numbers.  It s e e m s  probable that the dune roughness cannot be 
represented a s  a function of only R and r/D a s  with channels of fixed 
roughness. Ey separating f into two pa r t s ,  f '  and f", as suggested 
above, i t  i s  possible to  use the wealth of information a l ready available for  
f '  and to work out f" i n  t e r m s  of fac tors  pertinent only to  the dune r e s i s t -  
ance,  whatever they may be. 
D. Suspended Sediment Load - Experimental Observations 
The suspended load of a natural  s t r eam includes both bed-materip.1 
load and wash load. The wash load consis ts  of fine par t ic les ,  usually of 
the s i l t  and clay s i zes ,  of which the re  i s  very  l i t t le in  the s t r eam bed. A l -  
though in s t r e a m s  the concentration of bed-mater ial  load i s  often much 
smal le r  than that of the wash load, nevertheless the bed-mater ial  load i s  
the more  important in  the regimen of a r i v e r ,  for  i t  i s  the changes in bed- 
mater ia l  load which produce local  aggradation, degradation, o r  changes in 
channel roughness. Whereas the amount of bed-mater ial  load i s  intimately 
related to the hydraulic charac ter i s t ics  because of the abundance of mater ia l  
on the bed, the wash load is relatively independent of the s t r eam cha rac te r -  
i s t ics  and depends pr imar i ly  on the r a t e  a t  which fine mater ia l  i s  fed i n t ~  
the s t r eam system by water  shed erosion and bank caving. Consequently, 
suspended sediment t ransportat ion theory can deal only with the bed-material  
load a s  pointed out by Chien (30). 
Since the suspended load in  the flume is derived entirely f rom the bed., 
i t  is a l l  bed-mater ial  load. It i s  not necessary  to include any wash load in 
the laboratory experiments ,  and indeed i t  would be a hindrance anyway kc.- 
cause of the high turbidity i t  produces. 
The suspended load discharge in each flume was measured ,  together 
with the bed-load discharge,  in  the re turn  circui t  a s  descr ibed in Chapter 
I V .  The sediment discharge concentrations (a, thus measured ,  a r e  l is ted 
in Tables 6, 7 ,  and 8, and plotted a s  a function of velocity U i n  Fig.  23 
(page 52). This f igure shows, a s  would be expected, a consistent increase  
in C with increasing U until the sand waves develop, and thereaf ter  a 
leveling off except f a r  another substantial  r i s e  for  the single run with the 
highest velocity fo r  Sand 5. Even if reached a stable value, the t r a n s -  
- 
portation r a t e  (G = C Q )  would sti l l  i nc rease  steadily with Q. 
Because of the inflections in the cu rves  fo r  bed-shear  velocity ( U  ) *b 
vergus mean velocity (U)  i n  Figs .  20, 21 and 22, cannot be plotted a s  a 
unique function of U*b fo r  given depth and bed mater ia l .  The E-curve  s i n  
Fig. 23 a l s o  have inflections, but they a r e  a t  different velocity values. Like 
- 
wise the total t ransportat ion r a t e ,  G = CQ, cannot be expressed  uniquely in  
- 
t e r m s  s f  U*b and the propert ies  of the sediment,because neither C nor Q 
can be so  expressed.  
Figure 24 (page 53) shows how q and qs, the water  and sedimect 
discharges per  unit width, respectively,  can  be used a s  independent va r i -  
ables  for  the laboratory s t r e e m .  Contours of equal depth have been plotted 
for different sands.  A s  indicated in  Chap . VI, Sec. A ,  this figure shows 
that for  a given bed mater ia l :  (1) an  increase  in depth d with q constant 
causes  a decrease  in qs, (2) a n  increase  in  q a t  constant d resu l t s  in a n  
increase  in  qs, and (3) an  increase  in q with qS constant means an in-  
c r e a s e  in d (although proportionately l e s s  than in q). 
The effect of the geometr ic  s tandard deviation of sand grain s izes  i s  
a l so  apparent  f rom Fig. 24. Other things being equal, a n  increase  in  CT 
g. 
means an  increase  in  q pr imar i ly  because more  fine mater ia l  is available 
s' 
for  t ranspor t ,  as may be seen f rom Fig.  14 showing the sand s ize dis t r ibu-  
tions. F o r  example, the following quantities may be read  f rom the cu rves  
in Fig. 24: 
9 d D g '% 9s 
cfs/ft f t  m m  lbs/ft. min. 
Since the mean s ize D changes very l i t t le,  the change in  qS f r o m  1 . 0  to 
g 
3 .0  dbs/min. ft  may be attributed a lmost  entirely t o  the increase  in 
g 
f rom 1.11 to  1.76. 
F o r  each  run, a sieve analysis  was made of the sand obtained in the 
samples ,  and the values of D and C determined f rom the analysis  a r e  
g g 
given in  two columns in Tables  7 and 8. It i s  apparent that D for  the sedi-  
g 
ment load i s  substantially sma l l e r  than the bed ma te r i a l  (with the exception 
of Run 9, Table 7), and CT i s  usually l a r g e r .  F o r  example,  an  examination 
g 
of Table 6 shows the following comparison between the average D and tT 
g g 
fo r  the sediment load and for  the bed mater ial :  
mm 
- - 
Average f o r  sed.  load 
for  Runs 2-1 to 2-17 0.092 1.53 
Bed mater ia l  0.137 1. 38 
Since the fine part ic les  in the bed a r e  m o r e  readily t ransported than the 
t 
c o a r s e r  ones,  the observed dec rease  in  D is logical. The amount of g 
decrease  in D a l s o  inc reases  a s  CT of the bed mater ia l  increases .  
g g 
Tempera ture  is a l s o  a fac tor  which affects the suspended load. A s  
the tempera ture  r i s e s  the settling velocity of the sand gra ins  inc reases  
owing to the reduced viscosity of the water;  consequently the sand i s  l e s s  
easily suspended and the t ransportat ion r a t e  drops when the tempera ture  
increases .  This  effect was demonstrated by Nomicos with some special  
runs in  the 10. 5 -inch flume f o r  which the essent ial  data a r e  tabulated in 
Table 8. The tempera ture  effect descr ibed is c lear ly  demonstrated by the 
following abbreviated tabulation for  depth d = 0.240-0.242 f t ,  and Sand 3: 
- 
R un Q Temp. C Bed f b  No. 
-
cfs  
-
O c  
- 7 
Condition 
0.435 15 .3  0.025 3.24 Fla t  
( A  I  I I t  
( D  I I  I I  
= 1 0.193 15.0 0.162 0. 31 Dunes 
( c  I I 0.141 1 1  
(G 1 1  10.142 I I 
Runs A and D, and Runs C and G a r e  bracketed together because they 
a r e  supposed to  be identical; Runs A and C a l s o  appear  in Table 7. The 
concentration 7 c lear ly  drops with temperature increase  for  both flat  and 
dune-covered bed, but the bed friction fac tor  f b  dec reases  significantly 
only for  the dune case .  Since the dune resis tance i s  pr imar i ly  form drag ,  
i t  i s  surpr i s ing  that fb  should respond s o  sensitively to  a change in vis - 
cosity; r a the r  than t e ing  a d i rec t  effect, i t  i s  m o r e  likely that the bed con- 
figuration itself changed in response to  change in c. 
The effect of tempera ture  on the suspended load has  previously been 
noted by Straub (31) in  the laboratory and by Lane, Carlson and Hallson (32)  
in the field. F o r  the Colorado River  below P a r k e r  Dam, the la t te r  report  
that the concentration is about 2 . 5  t imes  a s  great  in  the winter when the 
water temperature i s  about 50' F ( 1 0 ' ~ )  than i t  i s  in the summer  when the 
tempera ture  i s  about 8 5 ' ~  ( 2 9 ' ~ ) .  Since other conditions a r e  nearly con- 
stant owing to the regulation of the r ive r  by Hoover Dam, there  i s  no doubt 
that this  i s  mainly a tempera ture  effect. The o r d e r  of magnitude of the 
- 
change in  C a g r e e s  well with the flume observations reported above. 
E. Evaluation of Theories  for  Suspended-Load Discharge 
The analysis  of suspended load can  deal  e i ther  direct ly  with the total 
sediment transportation r a t e  o r  with pa ramete r s  in  the equation fo r  the 
concentration profile. If this concentration distribution i s  denoted by c(y) 
and the velocity distribution by u(y), then the sediment discharge p e r  unit 
width for  two-dimensional flow i s  given by the integral  
where y is the distance up f rom the bed. However, because of the complex 
nature of the flow near  the bed, and s teep concentration gradients there ,  i t  
is very  difficult t o  analyze the suspended load even with the use of Eq. 21. 
The equation fo r  the concentration distribution (often called the sus  - 
pended load equation) may  be derived by considering the balance between the 
turbulent diffusion of ma te r i a l  upward f rom the bed and the gravity settling 
back toward the bed. 
A ssuming similarity between the turbulent diffusion of sediment and 
momentum, and using von Karman's  logarithmic velocity law (Eq. 1) to ob- 
tain the distribution of the diffusion coefficient, one may derive the well- 
known equation ( 3 3 ,  2 1) fo r  two-dimensional flow: 
z d-y a 
c = ca(- -) 
y d-a 
wherein c is the point concentration a t  a reference level y = a ,  d i s  the 
a 
total depth, and the exponent z i s  given by 
Here w is the settling velocity of the particles,  $ is the rat io of the dif- 
fusion coefficient for sediment to the kinematic eddy viscosity (usually close 
to 1 ), k i s  the von Karman universal constant and u* i s  the shear or  fr ic  - 
tion velocity. Equation 22 has been verified f o r  s t r e a m s  with flat beds by 
Vanoni (7), and for  those with dune-covered beds by Barton and Lin (1 1) and 
Nomicos (Run 1, Table 13 and Fig. 35). 
This suspended load equation i s  satisfactory except near the bounda- 
r i e s  where the assumptions under which the equation was derived break 
down. Indeed, from the equation itself i t  is easily seen that a s  y --, 0 ,  
c + co, a physically impossible situation. Consequently, i t  i s  not a 
simple matter  to supply a boundary condition, and Eq. 22 of necessity con- 
tains a n  unpredictable quantity c a t  an a rb i t r a ry  reference level y = a .  
a 
Thus Eq. 2 2 yields only the relative distribution within the s t ream,  where - 
as the absolute concentrations depend on the diffusion mechanisms right a t  
the sand bed, i. e. , the source of the suspended material .  To d?.te, little 
is known about the prec ise  interactions between a turbulent s t ream and its 
movable sand bed. Cbviausly, if only the relative concentrations a r e  
known, it is impossible to  find the sediment discharge by the integral of 
Eq. 21. 
Therefore, to make full use of Eq. 22 i t  is necessary to know ca. 
Since a is a rb i t r a ry ,  i t  is conveniently chosen a s  a = d/2 to make 
where cmd,  the concentration a t  mid-depth, replaces ca. When adequate 
laboratory and field data become available,  i t  should be possible to find a 
rational relationship between cmd and the velocity, depth, z-value and 
other pertinent var iables  fo r  an  alluvial  s t ream.  
To find the suspended sediment discharge f rom Eq. 21, i t  i s  necessary  
to know not only z and cmd in  Eq. 24, but a l so  the fr ic t ion factor f, the 
von Karman k, and shear  velocity u* which a r e  required to  evaluate ~ ( y j  
by Eq. 1. Moreover ,  there  is a difficulty with the lower l imit  of the integral 
(Eq. 21) because both the functions c(y) and u(y) cease  to apply a t  smal l ,  
but finite, dis tances f rom the bed, and mathematically both functions be- 
come infinite a s  y approaches zero .  Brooks (18) has  discussed this prob-  
lem a t  some length, comparing different possible choices of the lower l imit  
in place of 0 ,  and presents  a n  approximate graph for  quickly determining 
- 
c /cmd = qs/q cmd f rom the pa ramete r s  z ,  k, and f.  
To date there  have been few published theories  dealing with the evalu- 
ation of the suspended-load discharge of s t r eams .  Lane and Kalinske (34) 
f i r s t  advanced a bed pickup theory in  1939 which is unsatisfactory because 
i t  dealt only with the pickup mechanism f rom a flat  bed and did not recognize 
the importance of dunes in the entrainment process .  Fur thermore  their  
analysis  and subsequent modifications thereof (24) were based on the com-  
mon, but e r roneous ,  supposition that the total  shear  could be used a s  a n  
independent var iable .  
In 1950, Einstein (23) made a substantial contribution to the theory by 
relating suspended load to  bed load. His theory involves his and Barbaros  sals 
roughness analysis  (16) (discussed i n  Sec. C),and thus does take account of 
the changing bed configuration. Nevertheless,  an  examinatiorl of his theory 
will revea l  that for  a given bed ma te r i a l  there  is only one equilibrium ra te  
of flow and sediment t ransportat ion ra te  corresponding to  each combinatior, 
of bed hydraulic radius  and slope. Experiments presented in this  repor t  
indicate that this is cer tainly not t rue  fo r  fine sand in the laboratory flume, 
and i t  i s  the opinion of the wr i t e r s ,  with some substantiating evidence f rom 
Leopold and Maddock (1 2, 35) that this presumption i s  not always c o r r e c t  
fo r  natural  r i v e r s  e i ther .  
A number of assumptions i n  Einstein's theory which a r e  subject t o  
doubt will be reviewed briefly here.  Among them a r e  the following: 
1. The concentration of suspended mater ia l  a t  a distance equal 
to two grain diameters  above the bed (y = 2D) may be con- 
sidered a boundary condition fo r  the suspended load equation 
( ~ q .  1). This concentration is found by dividing the bed-load 
transport  by 211 (1 1.6 u; ) in  which u i  is the shear  velocity 
associated with the grain resis tance only. 
* 
2. The velocity distribution is expressed in t e r m s  of ui/0.40, 
thus implying (a) that the von Karman constant k = 0.40 and 
(b) that only the shear  due to grain resis tance affects the ve - 
locity distribution in the vertical.*' 
3. The exponent a of the suspended load equation (Eq. 22) i s  
given by 
W 
z = 
0.40 u i  
where  w is the settling velocity and 0.40 is g k (see Eq. 23). It i s  
implied by this relation that the upward diffusion of the suspended 
load depends only on u;, and not the over-all  shear  velocity 
u* U*b)' 
Using these assumptions, the product of concentration and velocity i s  
integrated from y = 2D to y = d to yield the ra te  of suspended-load t r ans -  
port a s  a certain multiple of the bed-load transport ,  which in turn i s  deter - 
mined by Einstein's basic bed-load formula (23). 
Now each one of the three basic assumptions above is open to ser ious 
question, especially for  runs with dune-covered beds. In the f i r s t  place, i t  
is unreasonable to apply the suspended-load equation down to a n  elevation 
of two grain diameters  when the height of the dunes is of the o rde r  of 
severa l  hundred grain diameters .  In the second place, it should be noted 
that many investigators (Chien, 36) have shown that the von Karman constant 
' Actually u; introduced by assumption (1) cancels the same quantity a r i s -  
ing from assumption (2) in  the final computations in  Einstein's method. 
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k fo r  sediment-laden s t r e a m s  i s  substantially l e s s  than the assumed value 
0 .40;  data reported by Barton and Lin (11) and Run 1 (Table 13, Fig.  34) 
a l s o  show that assumption No. 2, above, i s  poorly supported in fact  for  runs 
with dune-covered beds. In r ega rd  to assumption No. 3, these same experi-  
ments  indicate that values of the exponent a based on u$ instead of u* a r e  
much too la rge ;  even when u* is used the computed z-value is st i l l  too la rge  
compared with the measured  exponent when the bed i s  covered with dunes. 
Since i t  is not uncommon to have u$ < 0.5  u*, the e r r o r  in the shape of the 
suspended load distribution can be considerable a s  the resu l t  of using u$ 
instead of u to compute a value of z which may be more  than twice the 
actual value. 
Although the g r o s s  e r r o r s  in  each of the above mentioned assumptions 
may tend to cancel out in  the interlocking of the assumptions in  the computa- 
t ions,  the wr i t e r s  still believe that irnprovements can be made in the theory 
a s  the mechanics of sediment transportation become bet ter  understood f rom 
new laboratory and field data. Unfortunately, even in  the present  investiga- 
tion i t  was not feasible to  make extensive measurements  of concentration 
profiles. Since l i t t le experimental o r  field data were  available a t  the t ime 
when Einstein 's  theory was published, his analysis  was of necessity quite 
theoretical.  
A very  recent  contribution to  the field has  been made by Laursen  (26) 
whose analysis  i s  largely empir ica l  and deals  only with the sediment d is -  
charge concentration c, in  cont ras t  to  the theories  of Lane and Kalinske, 
and Einstein, which each  involve a n  equation for  the concentration profile. 
Since Laursen ' s  r epor t  became available just before the publication of this 
repor t ,  a detailed discussion of his laboratory data and proposed t ranspor ta-  
tion formulas  could not be included here.  
A summary  of the conclusions of the General Studies presented in 
Chapter V and discussed in  Chapter VI may be found in  Chapter IX. 
VII. SPECIAL STUDIES * 
A. Objective 
A s  stated in the introduction, the objective of these experiments was 
to determine direct ly  the effect of moving sediment on the friction factor  of 
a s t r eam apa r t  f rom the effects  of the changing dune pattern.  To accom- 
plish this ,  uniform flow was f i r s t  established i n  the 10.5 -inch flume with a 
bed covered with loose sand, and measurements  were  made of slope, d is -  
charge,  depth and sediment t ransport .  The flume was then drained slowly 
without disturbing the bed, and the sand was solidified chemically. A uni- 
form flow of c l ea r  water  with the same depth and discharge a s  previously 
obtained was then established and the slope observed. F r o m  such se t s  of 
experiments friction f ac to r s  and other  data fo r  the sediment-laden and c l ea r  
flows were  obtained. By co~npar ing  these data, the effect of the moving 
sediment on the various charac ter i s t ics  was observed directly.  
B. Apparatus and Procedure  
The experiments  fo r  the special  studies descr ibed in  this section of 
the repor t  were  a l l  made in  the 10.5-inch wide flume descr ibed in  Chap. 
111, by the procedures  outlined in Chap . I V ,  except for  the special  pro-  
cedures  discussed below: 
1. Special procedure fo r  stabilized bed exper iments .  A run with 
uniform flow was f i r s t  established by the usual techniques with determina-  
tions of depth, discharge,  sediment discharge and slope. After  the final 
determination of the bed profile by the leveling process ,  the flow was again 
s tar ted in  o rde r  to  regenerate  the bed configuration which was, of course ,  
destroyed when the bed profile was taken. When the bed was reestablished 
the flow was stopped and the water  carefully drained off. The bed was then 
solidified by spraying with chemicals ,  a s  explained in  detail  i n  the following 
section. After  the chemicals  had se t ,  experiments with the stable bed were 
made,  f i r s t  using c l ea r  water and then with varying smal l  amounts of sedi-  
ment added to the system. The f i r s t  s e r i e s  of experiments in the Special 
Studies (Sets I, 11, 111, IV) was made in this way. 
In the second s e r i e s ,  some experiments  (Set V) in  which the bed of 
the flume was painted smooth were  made f i r s t  with c l ea r  water and then 
" This chapter is based largely on a Ph.  D. thesis  by Nornicos (40).  
with smal l  amounts of sediment added to the flow. Cthers  (Sets VI,  VII) 
were  made with the bed coated with the same  sand that was being transported. 
In this  case  the sand was  applied to  the s teel  bottom by sifting a generous 
amount of i t  on the freshly painted bed while the paint was s t i l l  wet. After 
the paint dr ied all of the loose sand was brushed off, leaving a surface much 
like sand paper.  
2. Stabilization of sand bed. The method of stabilizing the sand bed 
was developed by t e s t s  of samples  in  t r a y s  and in actual flume tests .  The 
most  satisfactory method involved the use of sodium aluminate and sodium 
sil icate as stabilizing chemicals .  The s teps followed in the stabilizing 
process  a r e  a s  follows: 
(a) Drain the water  f rom the flume and allow the sand to d r y  for  
24 t o  48 hours  s o  that the mois ture  content is about 1070 by 
weight. 
(b) Spray the sand with a mixture  of the following three  mater ials :  
1. 6870 by volume of a 29'0 solution of sodium aluminate, 
2. 2270 by volume of a solution of sodium sil icate of 
specific gravity 1. 2, 
3. 1 0 ~ 0 b y v o l u m e  o f p u r e w a t e r .  
This mixture was applied to the bed with a paint sprayer  until 
the sand showed signs of saturation. This  required an amount 
of the mixture about equal to  10% by weight of the sand being 
treated. 
(c) After  drying fo r  about 12 hours ,  the sand was sprayed with a 
light application of a calcium chloride solution with specific 
gravity 1.2. 
(d) Finally, a thin coat  of synthetic varnish manufactured by 
Krylon, Inc. , and sold under the t rade  name "Krylon 
Acrylic",  was sprayed on the sand to form a waterproof 
surface.  
One of the mos t  difficult problems in  the stabilization p rocess  was the 
preservat ion of the proper  gra in  roughness of the surface of the bed. To 
dis turb the surface charac ter i s t ics  a s  l i t t le a s  possible,  c a r e  was taken not 
to  apply a n  excess  of chemicals  which would flood the surface,  and the solu- 
tions were  applied gently with a paint sp raye r  aimed paral le l  to  the bed 
instead of a t  the bed. Although the resu l t s  appeared satisfactory visually, 
TABLE 11 
Summary  of Cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of Sand Used f o r  Special  Studies 
Sand Exper iments  Geom.  m e a n  Geom.  s td .  Mean s ed .  Mean fa l l  
No. used in  d i ame te r  deviation d i ame te r  velocity 
Set  No. m m  m m  a t  2 5 O ~ .  f t / sec  
7 IV, VII 0 .148  1 . 1 6  0 .  161 0 .062  
F ig .  
Sieve Opening, rnm 
Sieve ana ly se s  of the sands  used in  the Specia l  Studies 
TABLE 12 
Relation between sedimentation diameter  and sieve diameter  
based on Vanoni(l7) f o r  Nevada white sand 
Tyler  Sieve Sieve Mean Mean Fa l l  Fa l l  
sieve No, opening opening sieve sediment. velocity velocity 
retained next retained diam . diam . a t  20° c a t  25O c 
on above on 
m m  m m  m m  mm fps  fps  
there was,  unfortunately, no method of testing whether the grain roughness 
of the finished surface was exactly the same a s  that of the loose sand itself .  
C . Sand Character is t ic  s 
Cumulative s i ze  frequency cu rves  f o r  the two sands used in these 
experiments  a r e  shown in  Fig.  30, and the s ize charac ter i s t ics  a r e  sum-  
mar ized  in Table 11. These sands were  prepared f rom white foundry sands 
with well-rounded grains .  The ma te r i a l  was a lmost  entirely sil ica,  so  that 
the mean specific gravity of the grains  was 2.65. The mean settling ve- 
locity of the var ious sands used was determined f rom sedimentation diam- 
e t e r s  of sieve fract ions obtained by Vanoni ( 17) with a nest  of s ieves with 
openings of adjacent s ieves in the ra t io  40. These sedimentation diam- 
e t e r s  a r e  shown i n  Table 12. 
D. Results 
1. Outline of experiments.  The general  plan of the experiments may 
be seen f rom Table 13, which shows some of the principal quantities 
TABLE 13  
S W 9 Y  OF WF3lamFPS BY NOMICOS IN 10.5-INCH FLW, 1954-55 
I s e r i e s  I, sand No. 6, Do = 0.091 m, q = 1.16 1 
Series I,sand No. 7 ,  D- = 0.148 mm, C = 1.16 
Se r i e s  11, Sand No. 6 ,  D = 0.091 mm, U = 1.16 
Depth 
f t  
Bydr . 
Radiva 
f t  
Set  
N ~ .  
Key f o r  Bed Condition: 
(1) Dunes 
( 2 )  Dunes, l a r g e s t  a t  walls  t ape r ing  dovn t o  nea r ly  f l a t  
d r S U *  
Slope 
Run 
80. 
s e r i e s  11, Sand No. 7, D = 0.148 mm, u = 1.16 
Key f o r  Bed Treatment: 
(a) Bed of loose sand covering bottom of flume. 
9 
 isc charge 
cf6 
(b )  sand bed s thb i l ined  i n  n e t u r a l  configurat ion with no loose sand. 
( c )  Sand bed s t a b i l i z e d  i n  n a t u r a l  c a n f i g w a t ~ o n s  v i t h  loose sand 
added. 
( d )  No sand, bed of flume painted .(smooth). 
(el small  amounts of sand added, s t a r t i n g  v i t h  bed of flume 
painted (smmth).  
( f )  No loose sand, bed of flume painteo and coated v l t h  sand g ra ins  
(of  s i z e  t o  be t r anspor t ed ) .  
( g )  Small amounts of sand added, a t a r t i n g  v l t h  bed of fldme coatea 
wi th  s i z e  of aand being transported.  
Shear 
Velocity 
fPs 
i n  center of flume. 
(3) Ripples near wa l l s ,  f h t  i n  center .  
( 4 )  F l e t  except f o r  s l i g h t  r i p p l e s  extending about 2 
inches out frcm u a l l e .  
( 5 )  F l e t  or  ~ t r e a k s ,  very l i t t l e  Band in  Bystem. 
( 6 )  No loose sand. 
Notes: 1. Temperature f o r  a l l  runs: 2 5 . 0 ~ ~ .  
2. + Not measured. 
VII 
U 
Average 
Velocity 
fPS 
0.509 
0.509 
0.509 
0.509 
0.509 
0.00222 
0.00222 
0.00243 
0.00253 
0.00255 
12 
12a 
12b 
12c 
12d 
0.107 
0.107 
0.112 
0.114 
0.115 
2.28 
2.28 
2.28 
2.28 
2.28 
F r i c t i o n  
Factor  
0.255 
0.255 
0.254 
0.254 
0.255 
0.161 
0.161 
0.161 
0.161 
0.161 
0.0178 
0.0178 
0.0193 
0.0201 
0.0204 
f b  
Bed 
F r i c t i o n  
Factor  
0.0184 
0.0184 
0.0206 
0.0218 
0.0223 
U * c l  
Shear 
Vel. a t  
Center 
Liue 
fPs 
0.119 
0.120 
0.127 
0.131 
0.136 
kc, 
von Karmao 
const .  a t  
Cecter 
Line 
0.359 
0.335 
0.328 
0.314 
0.299 
- 
C 
Sed. 
Discharge 
Cmc. 
sm/L 
F 
Froude 
No. 
0.00 
0.51 
1.65 
2.83 
3.26 
0.79 
0.79 
0.80 
0.80 
0.79 
( L )  
( 5 )  
( 3 )  
( 4 )  
(4 )  
Bed 
Condition 
See 
F m t n o t e ~  
( f )  
( g )  
(8 )  
( 8 )  
(g) 
Bed 
Treatment 
See 
Foo t ra t e s  
L.:? 
2.00 
3.50 
i .00 
Azoiiit of 
Lwsr Srr.d 
Insys t em 
hilo,rrans 
measured .  The experiments  a r e  divided into s e r i e s ,  s e t s  and individual 
experiments.  The f i r s t  four s e t s  of experiments  comprise  the f i r s t  s e r i e s ,  
and the remaining three  se t s  compr ise  the second. The flow depth, d i s -  
charge and mean velocity a r e  kept the same in each se t  of experiments ,  but 
the slope is varied. In Sets  I11 to  VII the depth, discharge and velocity a r e  
kept constant throughout. 
Each se t  in  the f i r s t  s e r i e s  contains runs with (i) movable bed, 
(ii) stabilized bed and c l ea r  water ,  and (i i i)  stabilized bed with varying 
amounts of loose sand added to  the system where the mater ia l  added i s  the 
same  a s  that in  the bed. In Runs 2, 4,  6 and 8 of the f i r s t  s e r i e s ,  the bed 
was stabilized and no sediment was being t ransported by the flow, i. e .  , the 
flow consisted only of c l e a r  water .  
Table 13 shows the most  important measured  and calculated quantities 
obtained i n  the experiments .  Where blank spaces occur in the table, the 
i t ems  were  ei ther  not measured  o r  not calculated. Measured values of the 
exponent z in the suspended load equation (Eq, 22) a r e  l is ted in Fig. 35 for  
Runs 1, 3, 5 a n d 7 .  
2. Bed configuration. Observations of the bed configuration and the 
movement of the configuration were  made visually and by means of sys tem-  
at ic  photographs during the experiments ,  Figure 31 shows a side view of 
the bed for  Run 1 and a plan view fo r  Run 2, where the bed configuration 
for  Run 2 i s  the same  a s  that fo r  Run 1 except that i t  has been stabilized 
by the method descr ibed previously. Figure 32 shows a s imi lar  s e t  of 
pictures  fo r  Runs 3 and 4. The pictures  of Figs.  31 and 32 i l lustrate  the 
meaning of the t e r m s  used to  descr ibe the bed condition in the 15th column 
of Table 13. F igure  33 shows the side view and plan view of the bed in 
Run 5 ,  which has been descr ibed a s  "flat" in Table 13. It will be seen that 
the bed is actually not ent i rely flat  but that there  a r e  smal l  r ipples near  the 
wa 11. 
3. Velocity profiles.  Velocity profile measurements  were  made a t  
the centerline of the flume a t  Station 24, i. e . ,  24 feet  downstream f rom the 
inlet t o  the flume. These measurements  fitted the logarithmic law very 
well, as may  be seen in  Fig. 34 which shows the profiles for  some of the 
runs (Nos. 1 ,  3, 5 and 6 ) .  The quantity m noted on the figure i s  the slope 
Fig .  31 (a). Run 1 ,  s ide  view, F ig .  32 ( a ) .  Run 3 ,  s ide  view, F ig .  3 3  (a ) .  Run 5 ,  s i de  view, 
loose  sand,  dur ing flow. loose  sand,  dur ing  flow. loose  sand ,  without f low. 
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Fig .  31 (b). Run 2 ,  p l a n v i e w ,  F ig .  32 (b).  Run 4, plan view, F ig .  3 3  (b). Run 5, plan view,  
s tabi l ized bed,  looking s tabi l ized bed,  looking looking u p s t r e a m ,  loose  
u p s t r e a m ,  without flow. u p s t r e a m ,  without flow. sand. 
Velocity, fps 
Fig .  34. Measured  velocity prof i les  a t  the center l ine  of 
the flume a t  Station 24 f o r  Runs 1, 3,  5 ,  6 .  
Fig.  35. Measured  concentration prof i les  on center l ine  of 
the f lume a t  Station 24 fo r  Runs 1, 3, 5 ,  7 .  
of the l ines fitted to  the points in fps p e r  cycle. The von Karman constant 
k i s  determined f rom Eq. 3 using the centerline shear  f rom Eq. 4 and 
m a s  determined f rom the graphs.  The values of k, which a r e  l isted in 
- 
Table 13, consistently decrease  a s  the concentration C increases .  
4. Sediment concentration profiles.  F igure  35 shows logarithmic 
graphs of (d - Y ) / ~  ve r sus  c for  measurements  made on the longitudinal 
centerline of the flume. It i s  seen that these sediment profi les  follow Eq. 
22 (or  24) which is the well-established equation f o r  distribution of s u s -  
pended load. The values of the exponent z calculated by Eq. 23 using kcl 
f rom Table 13, = 1, and u* = u 
*c1' (the centerline value defined by  
Eq. 4) a r e  ve ry  close to  those determined f rom the slope of the l ines  in F ig .  
35. It i s  of in te res t  to note that the profile for  Run 1 a g r e e s  with the theory 
a s  well a s  the other runs  in  spite of the fact  that it is the only one of the 
four for which the bed was covered with dunes. 
5. Fr ic t ion  factor .  F r o m  Table 13 i t  is seen  that the bed friction 
factor f f o r  sediment-laden flow over loose sand beds is l e s s  then f b  b 
f o r  comparable c l ea r  flow over  fixed beds of the same configuration. The 
fb-values for  comparable  sediment-laden and c lear -water  flows a r e  sum-  
mar ized  i n  Table 14. This  shows c l ea r ly  the effect of moving sediment in 
reducing the friction factor  f r o m  5 to  28 percent.  The r e su l t s  shown in  
Tables 13  and 14 a l s o  indicate roughly that the l a rge r  dec reases  in the 
- 
friction factor f a r e  associated with l a r g e r  mean concentrations C. 
Attention is called to the fact  that fb-values fo r  the identical runs ,  
Runs 8 and 8B, with c l ea r  water  and stabilized bed a r e  not the same.  Run 
8 was made once and then repeated on the following day, and the r e su l t s  
agreed  closely. However, when the water had been in  the flume for  longer 
than a total t ime of about ten hours ,  the flow charac ter i s t ics  changed slightly, 
giving the resu l t s  of Run 8B. To fur ther  investigate this problem Run 80 
was repeated th ree  t imes ,  once on each  of three days,  drying the sand bed 
af te r  each experiment.  Cn the first day the water was run  continuously. 
TABLE 14 
Comparison of friction factors  for  sediment -laden s t r e a m s  with those 
for c lez r  water flows over  stabilized sand beds 
Sed. Disch. 
Concent. 
- 
Frict ion Fac to r s  Decrease 
Set Run Depth Bed 2 F o r  Bed 
No. No. f t  Cond. grms/ l i te r  f f b  &b 70 
1 0.284 Dunes 3.64 0.074 0.106 
I .006 5 
2 0.284 Dunes 0 0.077 0.112 
3 0.244 Small  4.60 0.0198 0.0211 
I1 dune s .0072 25 
4 0.244 I I 0 0.0246 0,0283 
5A 0.255 Flat 8 .08  0.0165 0.0165 
111 .0064 28 
6 0.255 Fla t  0 0.0208 0.0229 
7 0.255 F la t  3 .61 0.0207 0.0227 
IV .0035 13.5 
8 0.253 F la t  0 0.0230 0.0262 
Cn the second day the experiment was completed in  a s  shor t  a t ime a s  pos- 
sible and the pump stopped, leaving the water  in  the flume. After about 
three  hours  the run was repeated. The flow charac ter i s t ics  and friction 
factor  of the flow were  changed by approximately the same amount a s  they 
would have been if the water  had been running continuously. The run f o r  
the third day was a repetit ion of that for  the f i r s t ,  with approximately the 
s a m e  resul ts .  F r o m  this  i t  was concluded that the water was in some way 
affecting the varnish coat applied to  the sand when the water remained in  the 
flume f o r  long periods.  Run 8 is considered to give the valid resu l t s ,  with 
Run 8E being affected by swelling of the varnish between grains .  
Table 13 shows fo r  Set V that fb changes very li t t le a s  concentra - 
tion changes, and in Set VI no change occurred despite the development of 
ripples on the bed. These two se ts  of experiments were made with 0. 1 mm 
sand. In Set V the flume bottom was smooth painted steel,  and in  Set VI 
the bed was roughened with the same sand as was being transported, i. e . ,  
0.10 mm sand. Cn the other hand, in Set VII where 0.16 mm sand was 
used, fb increased continuously a s  the load increased. In this set the 
mean concentration was l e s s ,  and more  ripples developed on the bed than 
i n  Sets V and VI. 
The resul ts  a r e  discussed further  in  Chap. VIII, with some possible 
explanations for  the observations. 
VIII. DISCUSSION O F  RESULTS O F  SPECIAL STUDIES 
A .  Effect of Sediment Load on the Frict ion  actor 
The effect of the sediment load on the friction factor may be seen in  
Table 14 by coinparing the resul t s  of c l ea r  and sediment-laden water for  
each set  of runs. Sets I, 11 and I11 were made with the same sediment, 
s o  the resul ts  a r e  directly comparable. Set I V  was made with a coa rse r  
material .  It i s  c l ea r  that by adding a sediment load to a flow the friction 
factor is decreased,  since in  a l l  four se t s  of experiments the sediment- 
laden flows had smal ler  friction factors  than the comparable c l ea r  flows. 
The relaiive magnitude of the reduction in friction factor seems  to vary 
with concentration, the values with highest concentration producing the 
la rges t  change. Referring again to Table 14, i t  i s  seen that in Set I the 
friction factor fb  for  a flow with a concentration of 3.64 g rams  per  l i ter  
was 5 percent lower than the comparable c lear  flow. In Series  I1 and III 
the reductions in fb  were 25 percent and 28 percent with concentrations 
of 4.60 and 8.08 g rams  per  l i te r ,  respectively. F r o m  these figures i t  
appears  that ra te  of change in fb  with concentration decreases  a t  high val- 
ues of the concentration. 
The f ac t  that the friction factor  in Sets  V and VI did not change ap -  
preciably seems  to be a coincidence. To begin with, the two se ts  of runs 
a r e  alike for  all pract ical  purposes,  since the same bed mater ia l  was used 
with the same discharge and depth. The fact  that some ripples developed 
during the run  means that the roughness of the bed must  have increased.  
However, fb did not change, which means  that the damping effect offset 
the increase  in bed roughness due to the formation of ripples.  By contrast ,  
the fact  that f b  increased  continuously with increasing in Set VII, indi- 
ca t e s  that the increased  roughness due to the slight ripples overshadowed 
the tendency f o r  tRe sediment in  suspension to decrease  fb. 
The reduction in  fb may be attributed to  al terat ions of the turbulent 
s t ruc ture  of the flow by the suspended load. The mechanism of this pro-  
c e s s  i s  discussed in m o r e  detail  in Section C below. 
B. Effect of Bed Configuration on the Frict ion Fac tor  
The effect of dunes and ripples on the friction factor a g r e e s  with the 
data presented in Chap. V. F o r  example, the l a rge  dunes in Set I cause 
fb to attain the high value of 0.106 in Run 1,  compared with the values for  
a l l  other runs which were  l e s s  than 0.030 because of predominantly flat 
beds. F r o m  these data one can conclude that in flume experiments changes 
in friction factor  due to dunes can  great ly  exceed changes due direct ly  to  
the moving sediment.  
In a study of the Mississ ippi  River ,  Eden (13) observed that a t  Vicks- 
burg the l a rges t  dunes occurred  a t  the highest stage. At Memphis, he ob- 
served  bed i r regular i t ies  only on the r is ing par t  of the highest stage. The 
la rges t  of these had heights a s  much a s  34 feet. Carey and Keller  (14) ob- 
served  bed configurations of the Mississippi River near  Baton Rouge by 
means of a sonic fathometer.  They a l s o  found that the la rges t  dunes oc-  
cu r red  at the highest s tages.  There were severa l  sys tems of dunes of 
varying wavelengths, the l a rges t  of which had lengths of a s  much a s  two 
mi les  and heights of the o r d e r  of 30 feet.  The shor te r  dunes were  super-  
posed on the l a r g e r  ones. A study of these profiles showed that a t  low 
stage the long waves disappeared but that shor t  waves of the o r d e r  of 20 to 
50 fee t  in length and 1 to 5 feet  in height remained. Figure 36, reproduced 
f rom the work of Carey and Keller ,  shows profiles a t  Donaldsonville gage 
f o r  two stages.  F o r  the high stage which occurred on April  10, 1956, i t  i s  
seen that there  a r e  waves of considerable length. F o r  the lower stage which 
occurred in  July, the long waves a r e  no longer present .  Despite the in-  
c r e a s e  in  dune height with stage, Eden (13) found that the Manning coefficient 
n decreased  a s  the stage increased.  The sediment load a l so  inc reases  with 
stage, and can account fo r  some reduction i n  the roughness factor  but not 
necessar i ly  for  a l l  of i t .  It i s  possible that the long waves actually do not 
contribute much to the bed roughness and that the shor t e r ,  s teeper  ones, 
which seem to  predominate a t  the low s tages ,  may actually resul t  in a 
higher roughness than the l a r g e r  ones which have been observed a t  the high- 
e s t  stages.  
Data presented by Leopold and Maddock (1 2, 35), a n  example of which 
i s  Fig. 37, for  the spring flood of the Colorado River a t  the Grand Canyon 
(1941), show that for  a given discharge the velocity i s  higher on the rising 
flood when the concentration is high than on the falling flood when the concen 
tration is considerably lower. The fact  that the depth i s  l e s s  on the rising 
than on the falling flood means  that the friction factor  is lower on the r is ing 
flood, assuming insignificant changes in  slope and slow ra te  of change of 
stage. This follows the same pat tern a s  observed in flume experiments 
where flows with the higher velocities and sediment concentration tend to  
have lower friction fac tors ,  although i t  i s  not c l ea r  f rom the field data 
whether the damping effect of suspended sediment o r  change in  the bed con- 
figuration i s  the predominate factor .  
Leopold and Wolman (37) repor t  that in degrading portions of the Rio 
Grande the r ive r  channel charac ter i s t ics  follow a pat tern s imi lar  to that of 
the Colorado River shown i n  Fig.  37. In the lower reaches of the r iver  
where the bed was aggrading, the velocity and sediment concentration were  
lower on the r is ing than on the falling flood, so that the fr ic t ion factor  was 
now highest on the r is ing flood. The lower friction factor i s  s t i l l  a s soc i -  
ated with high concentration, but for  some reason the sequence of change 
has  been reversed .  These same authors (37) a l s o  repor t  that the charac-  
t e r i s t i c s  of s t r e a m s  in  the sub-humid a r e a s ,  such a s  in the eas te rn  United 
States,  a r e  much m o r e  stable than those of the a r i d  western part .  The 
sediment loads a r e  much lower and the beds apparently much m o r e  stable,  
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F i g .  36.  Bed p r o f i l e s  f o r  lower  M i s s i s s i p p i  R i v e r  (Lou i s i ana )  f r o m  C a r e y  and  K e l l e r  (14) .  
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Fig .  37. Changes i n  width, depth,  velocity,  s t age ,  and s t r e a m -  
bed elevation with d i scharge  dur ing flood of December  
1940-June 1941, Colorado River  a t  Grand Canyon, 
Arizona ( f rom Leopold and Maddock (35) ). 
s o  that the changes i n  the bed a r e  probably much sma l l e r  than in s t r e a m s  
whose beds a r e  easi ly  eroded. 
C. Effect of Sediment Load on the Velocity Profi le  
The effect of suspended sediment on the velocity profile of a s t r eam 
i s  i l lustrated by Fig.  2, which shows profiles fo r  a c lear  flow and sediment- 
laden flow with the s a m e  depth and slope. It i s  c l ea r  that in  addition to hav- 
ing the higher velocity a t  any level,  the sediment-laden flow a lso  has a 
higher velocity gradient.  F igure  2 shows that very  near  the bed the ve-  
locity of the two flows i s  about the same ,  so  that some distance f rom the 
bed the flow with the higher velocity gradient will have the higher velocity.  
By differentiating the equation for  the velocity distribution, Eq. 1 ,  with 
respec t  t o  y, one obtains 
Since in the two flows the shea r  velocity u* i s  the same ,  the gradient for  
any value of y i s  inversely proportional to k, and since the gradient i s  
seen to  increase  with load, k must  dec rease  with the load. Thus it can 
be seen that the effect of sediment on the velocity gradient can be studied by 
observing k. 
The fact  that suspended sediment inc reases  the velocity gradient was 
observed by Gilbert  (1, page 229), although the full significance of this was 
apparently not realized. Flume experiments  (7 ,  8) have shown that this  i s  
a systematic effect, and observations on the Missouri  River by the Corps 
of Engineers (38) showed that this effect was a l so  present  in natural s t reams.  
The mechanism by which the sediment inc reases  the gradient,  and hence the 
mean velocity, has  been explained in  t e r m s  of the damping effect of s u s -  
pended mater ia l  on the turbulence (7) .  
To keep sediment in  suspension, i. e . ,  to prevent i t  f rom settling due 
to gravitational force ,  work must  be done on the sediment grains .  This 
work must  come f rom the vert ical  components of turbulence fluctuations 
and must  resu l t  in damping of the turbulent motion. To investigate this 
problem, Einstein and Chien (39) corre la ted  k with the ra t io  of the power, 
P s '  to  suspend sediment to  the power,  Pf,  to overcome hydraulic resis tance 
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Fig. 3 8 .  Reduction of the von Karman constant for  sediment-laden flow. 
- 
Note: c = mean concentration over depth 
- 
c = mean concentration over interval y /d = 0 . 0 0 1  to y /d = 0.01 1 2 
Pf = power to overcome fr ic t ion of pr i sm of water of unit width 
and height equal to flow depth 
P = power to suspend sediment contained in water p r i sm 
s 
Pi = power to suspend sediment contained in water p r i sm between levels y and y 2 .  1 
to the flow, using data obtained f rom measurements  on the Missouri  River  
and f r o m  laboratory experiments  by Ismai l  (21). A s imi lar  graph was p r e -  
sented (8) f o r  flume experiments made with 0.1 m m  sand. Buckley (6) and 
Chien (36), in  discussing the effect of sediment on the flow, postulated that 
the main damping effect of the sediment on turbulence occurred  near  the 
bed where the concentratio11 was highest. This appears  reasonable since i t  
i s  in this zone that the shea r  ra te  is highest and most  of the turbulence i s  
produced. With this idea in mind, k was correlated against  the rat io  of the 
power P: to suspend the sediment in a thin layer  near  the bed to the power 
P required to  overcome the frictional resis tance.  f Figure  3 8 a  
shows such a graph f o r  flume data obtained with uniform sand of 0.1 m m  
size.  Figure 38b shows a graph of the same data (8) plotted according to 
the method of Einstein and Chien (39), i. e . ,  k i s  plotted against  P /pf. 
S 
It i s  seen that the correlat ion of the data in  Fig. 38a i s  bet ter  than in  38b. 
This tends to support the ideas of Buckley and Chien and may a l s o  explain 
why the velocity r ema ins  logarithmic, a s  seen i n  Fig. 2, even though the 
turbulence has been modified considerably. If significant damping of the 
turbulence occurred  over the en t i re  depth, one would expect a distortion in  
the distribution of the turbulence, and hence in the shape of the velocity pro-  
fi le.  However, if the principal interference with the turbulence occurs  near  
the bed, the turbulence energy will be reduced but i t  may s t i l l  follow the 
same laws in  diffusion through the section, and one might expect the same 
shape of velocity distribution. 
Referr ing again to  Fig. 2, i t  is seen  that the two flows have the same 
depth and hence hydraulic radius ,  and the same slope. The one with the 
higher mean velocity, i. e. , the sediment -laden flow, will have the lower 
friction factor .  The decrease  in f ,  shown in Table 14 f o r  the sediment- 
laden flows, resu l t s  f rom the damping phenomenon discussed above. A 
comparison of the k-values l is ted i n  Table 13 will show that the turbid flows 
have much the lower values,  thus indicating that damping has  occurred. 
D. General  Discussion 
The present  experiments  have shown that a sediment-laden s t r eam 
a c t s  i n  two ways to  change i t s  roughness coefficient: (1) a change in  the bed 
configuration tends to  reduce the coefficient as the velocity increases ;  (2) 
damping of the turbulence by suspended sediment tends to  inc rease  the 
velocity gradient s o  that the difference between the velocity near  the bed 
and near  the surface increases  along with the mean velocity. In the labora-  
tory experiments with 0.1 mm sand, the change in the bed friction factor 
fb  resulting from change in bed configuration alone was a s  much a s  5-fold 
in going from a dune-covered bed to a flat bed. On the other hand, the 
maximum reduction in  f due to the sediment load was only 28 percent b 
(Run 5A ). Since the Manning roughness coefficient n is approximately 
proportional to 46, the corresponding changes in n a r e  about 2-fold 
and 13 percent,  respectively. It i s  significant that the run which showed 
the maximum damping effect, i. e. , Run 5A also had the lowest value of k 
a s  determined from the centerline velocity profile. F r o m  these few da ta ,  
i t  appears  that the change in  bed configuration has a much l a rge r  influence 
on the roughness coefficient than the damping effect. F rom this one would 
judge that the la rge  reductions in roughness coefficients reported by Buckley 
for  the Nile, Eden for  the Mississippi,  and Eindley f o r  the Indus River, 
could not be the resul t  only of damping, but must have been a l so  affected by 
significant changes in dunes on the bed. Judging f rom the flume experiments 
one would expect the dunes to diminish a s  the velocity increased,  while, at 
the same time the load increased. Since both of these effects tend to  reduce 
the roughness coefficient, the field observations a r e  i n  agreement  with flump 
studies and the process  can be explained a t  least  qualitatively by the combi- 
nation of the two effects. 
The explanation of the observations that for  the same discharge the 
roughness coefficient of a s t ream on a rising flood is smal ler  than on a 
falling flood presents  some difficulties. Buckley and lindley noted that 
during the rising flood the concentration was higher, and explained the r e  - 
duction in roughness by the effect of the higher load. Judging f rom the 
resul ts  of the present  experiments a s  shown by Table 14, the changes in 
roughness factor observed in the field a r e  too large  to  be accounted for  by 
damping effect alone, and some readjustment of the bed must be involved 
in order  to achieve the changes observed. During the rising stage the 
s t ream bed probably becomes smoother because the transportation of a 
high sediment load requi res  a lower depth and higher velocity compared 
with the falling-stage flow for  which the t ransport  ra te  is usually l e s s  (cf. 
Fig. 24); however, since the damping effect a l so  reduces the roughness, i t  
is not possible to determine the relative magnitude of the two effects f rom 
the field data alone. Bottom configuration data of the kind obtained by Carey  
and Keller ,  along with stage, slope, discharge and load data, would do much 
to clar i fy this  problem. 
The field data of Buckley, Lindley, Leopold and Maddock on the va r i -  
ation of s t r eam charac ter i s t ics ,  repor t  only total sediment concentration 
and do not give s ize distribution of the load o r  division between wash load 
and bed-mater ial  load. A s  seen f rom Fig.  3 8 ,  the effect of concentration 
on k ,  and hence upon fr ic t ion fac tor ,  depends on the settling velocity w a s  
well a s  the concentration, so that fo r  the same C, coa r se  mater ia l  with 
high settling velocity has a g rea te r  effect on k and on the reduction in f r i c -  
tion factor .  By the same  token, fine mater ia l s  such a s  s i l t  and clay have 
low settling velocities,  and hence sma l l  damping effects even fo r  large con- 
centrations.  The loads in  s t r e a m s  such a s  the Indus, Colorado and Rio 
Grande, which show a correlat ion between mean concentration and velocity 
(or f r ic t ion factor)  (6, 12) a r e  predominantly fine sediments which should 
have smal l  damping effects,  yet changes in  load a r e  accompanied by sub- 
stantial  changes i.n fr ic t ion factor  for  the same discharge. According to  
laboratory resu l t s  i t  i s  unlikely that a l l  of this is caused by damping effects. 
The discussion thus f a r  has dealt  with those observations that s h o ~ ~  a 
reduction in  fr ic t ion coefficient as the load increases ;  however, i t  will be 
recalled that Kantlack (6) reported that Swiss engineers found that the ve-  
locity was reduced by a n  increase  in  the load, and that Latham (3) reported 
a s imi lar  behavior in  a s torm sewer.  The la t ter  might be explained by 
postulating that dunes formed when sediment was being t ransported,  thus 
causing a high fr ic t ion fac tor ,  and that during c l e a r  flows sediment was 
cleaned out of the sewer ,  leaving the water  in  contact with the smooth walls,  
which resulted in  low friction a t  low flow. The explanation of the behavior 
of the Swiss r i v e r s  may be associated with the phenomenon observed in the 
33.5-inch flume a t  low transportat ion ra tes ;  a s  may  be seen  in  Fig. 22 
(Chap . VI), there  was a tendency a t  low velocities (i. e . ,  low transportat ion 
ra tes )  for  the fr ic t ion factor  to  inc rease  with the velocity to  a maximum, and 
then to decrease  a s  the velocity increased  fur ther .  The experiments which 
yielded the data of Fig.  22 a r e  l isted i n  Table 6 .  Two s imi lar  se t s  of exper i -  
ments  (Fig.  20, 21) made in  the 10 .5  -inch flume did not y ie ld  a maximum f o r  
fb  a s  shown in F ig .  22. Therefore,  the explanation offered above, based on 
this one se t  of experiments ,  must  be considered a s  speculative. 
IX. SUMMARY AND CONC LUSICNS 
This repor t  descr ibes  investigations of the roughness and sediment 
t ranspor t  in alluvial s t r e a m s  with beds of fine sand. The experiments in 
the two laboratory f lumes  have been presented in  two parts :  General  
Studies, Chapters  V and VI, and Special Studies, Chapters  VII and VIII. 
In the General  Studtes, 40 runs were  performed with the bed of the flume 
covered with loose sands,  a l l  with a median s ize of about 0. 14 m m  but 
with geometric s tandard deviations ranging f rom 1 .30  to 1. 76. Under 
some conditions the bed of the s t r e a m  became covered with dunes,  while 
a t  other t imes  i t  was relatively flat. The friction factor fo r  the bed varied 
widely. 
While the Genera l  Studies represented m o r e  o r  l e s s  natural  condi- 
t ions,  the Special Studies were  a imed a t  separating the two processes  af - 
fec ting channel roughness by means of some unnatural experiments involv- 
ing solidification of the fine sand bed. In this  way the friction fac tors  were  
determined fo r  runs  with identical bed configurations but with suspended 
sediment loads ranging f rom z e r o  to the equilibrium ra te .  It was found 
that the reduction in  friction factor  due to the suspended load direct ly  
ranged only f rom 5 to 28 percent  fo r  the experiments conducted, whereas 
the change in bed configuration may change the fr ic t ion factor severa l  fold. 
Although the General  Studies and the Special Studies a r e  complement- 
a r y ,  the conclusions f rom each will be summarized  separately below. 
A .  General  Studies 
The 5 1 runs in  the General  Studies were  actually undertaken a s  an 
extension of the r e s e a r c h  by Brooks (9, 18) to  consider  the basic relation- 
ships between depth, velocity, slope, f r ic t ion factor ,  sediment discharge 
and bed configuration. Twenty-five of the runs were made in  the 10. 5-inch 
wide flume and 26 i n  the 33.5 -inch flume, 1 1  of the la t te r  runs being with 
c l ea r  water.  F o r  these runs,  no velocity o r  concentration profiles were 
measured .  The principal findings may  be summarized  a s  follows: 
1. As  reported by Brooks ( 9 ) ,  the discharge and sediment load may not 
be expressed  a s  unique functions of the depth, slope, and sand s ize.  
This comes  about because,  a t  a given depth, there  a r e  often two o r  
three different values of the velocity which yield the same  value of 
slope. The fact  that the slope does not always increase  with in-  
c reas ing  velocity is due to the fact that the roughness decreases  
tremendously when the velocity becomes high enough to obliterate 
the dunes . 
2 .  When either velocity and depth o r  water  and sediment discharge 
a r e  used as the pa i r  of independent var iables ,  no difficulty with 
multiple solutions was observed. No quantitative formulas  a r e  
presented,  but cer ta in  qualitative relationships a r e  descr ibed a t  
the end of Section A ,  Chapter VI, (pages 55-57). These conclu- 
sions a r e  essentially the same  a s  those given previously (3, 22). 
3. Data f rom the Rio Grande River a t  Bernalillo, New Mexico, show 
behavior which is s imi lar  to  that observed in the laboratory flume. 
When discharge is plotted against  hydraulic radius ,  one finds not 
a unique curve but a loop. It i s  believed that the cause  of this loop 
is not change in  slope, but r a the r  a response of the s t r eam to d i i fe r -  
ent incoming sediment loads of bed mater ial .  When the bed-mater ial  
load is high the depth will tend to be smal le r  and the velocity higher 
than when the load is sma l l e r ;  in  the la t te r  case  dunes a r e  likely to 
appear  and roughen the bed. S imi lar  loops in rating curves  have 
been reported by Carey and Keller  (14). 
4. An analysis  of available roughness data f rom laboratory flumes and 
the field a r e  compared to  the Einstein bar  - resis tance curve in F igs .  
27, 28, and 29. The agreement  is not wholly sat isfactory,  and no 
explanation i s  advanced f o r  the discrepancies.  
5. Cther things being equal, the sediment t ranspor t  ra te  i s  l a rge r  
when the geometric s tandard deviation of the bed mater ia l  i s  l a rge r  
(with the geometr ic  mean s ize  Dg kept fixed). With a g rea te r  
spread in the s i zes ,  there  i s  m o r e  fine mater ia l  available for  t r ans -  
port .  
6. In a lmost  a l l  c a s e s ,  the D f o r  the suspended load was considerably 
l e  ss than for  the bed rnate%ial. 
7 .  A s  previously found by other investigators,  the temperature has a 
significant effect on the t ranspor t  ra te .  F o r  example,  in one case  
with dune-covere'd bed, a change of temperature f rom 15. OOC to 
3 5 . 6 ' ~  resulted in  a dec rease  of the sediment concentration f rom 
0. 31 g r / ~  to 0, 11 gr/l. 
B. Special Studies 
Seven se t s  of runs were  made in the 10.5 -inch flume in  a n  effort to 
separa te  the d i rec t  effect of suspended sediment on the friction factor 
f rom that of the bed configuration. F i r s t ,  a natural run was established 
over a loose bed of fine sand, and then, a f te r  draining the water ,  the bed 
was chemically solidified in  its naturally formed configuration. Loose 
sand was removed f rom the sys tem then and a flow of c lear  water  was run 
over the stabilized bed, with the usual measurements  being taken. Follow- 
ing that, smal l  increments  of sand were  added, noting the change in the 
fr ic t ion factor  which resul ted.  F r o m  these experiments the principal con- 
clusions a r e  a s  follows: 
1 .  Suspended sediment reduces the fr ic t ion factor of a flow. The 
amount, in  a l imited s e r i e s  of laboratory experiments ,  varied 
f rom 5 to 28 percent.  
2 .  The changes in the friction factor  due to variation in bed con- 
figuration a r e  much l a rge r  than those due to the suspended load 
itself. A fr ic t ion factor may  change by a factor  of 3 to 6 in the 
laboratory flume between runs  of differing velocity a t  constant 
depths. 
3 .  Evidence indicates that the suspended load reduces the fr ic t ion 
factor by damping the turbulence o r  interfering with i t s  produc- 
tion near  the bed where the sediment concentration is the highest 
and the r a t e  of turbulence production i s  the grea tes t .  
4. A s  observed by previous invest igators ,  the von Karman constant 
k i s  a l s o  substantially reduced by the suspended sediment.  
5 .  In the field i t  is impossible to distinguish between the two above- 
mentioned f ac to r s  affecting alluvial  channel roughness.  However, 
i t  has  been established that the reduction due to the suspended 
sediment i s  of importance only for  s t r e a m s  car ry ing  a very high 
suspended load over a flat  bed, and can be practically neglected 
when there  a r e  dunes on the bed. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROCEDURE FCR SIDE-WALL CORRECTICN 
Introduction 
If the wall surface i s  not a s  rough a s  the bed, a s  was the case in all 
the experimental rvns with a sand bed, then the distribution of shear i s  
nonuniform. As the bed becomes rougher, the shear  on the bed increases 
and the shear  on the wall decreases  relative to the bed shear ,  because the 
bed offers more  resis tance to flow. In the central region the flow becomes 
more  nearly two-dimensional, and the effect of the walls diminishes. Be - 
cause of the variable effect of the walls caused by the changing bed rough- 
ness,  a wall correction i s  needed to unify the results.  
Several methods of side-wall correct ion a r e  available. Einstein (41) 
has given a method based on the Manning flow equation, and Johnson (19) 
has presented one based on the Darcy-Weisbach formula. The Darcy- 
Weisbach friction factor has a sounder basis in modern fluid mechanics, 
and takes account of temperature. Johnson's method has been followed 
here ,  with some modifications to facilitate solution of the equations. An 
explanation of this method, a s  used, i s  presented below with an example. 
Derivation of Equations for Side-Wall Correction 
F i r s t ,  i t  will be convenient to define here a few new te rms  and to 
recapitulate some definitions and formulas already given. 
S = slope of the energy line 
v = kinematic viscosity 
g = acceleration of gravity 
U = mean velocity 
These quantities apply to either the entire flow, the bed section, o r  the 
wall section. 
Each of the following quantities and formulas may be used either with 
subscript b for  the bed section o r  subscript w for the wall section, or  
without any subscript for  the whole channel: 
A = a r e a  of c ro s s  section 
p = wetted perimeter  
r = A/p = hydraulic radius ( A 4  
U, = = shear  o r  friction velocity (A-2) 
f = ~(u,/u)~ = Darcy-Weisbach 
friction factor  (A -3) 
R = 4 ~ r / v  = Reynolds number (A-4) 
The following assumptions a r e  made: 
1. The c r o s s  section can be divided into two sections, one pro-  
ducing shear  on the bed and the other shear  on the walls. The boundaries 
between the bed and wall sections a r e  considered surfaces of ze ro  shear ,  
and a r e  not included in  the wetted per imeters  pb and pw. 
2 .  The velocity in the wall section, Uw, equals the velocity in 
the bed section, Ub. 
3. The formulas above for r ,  U*, f ,  and R can be applied to 
each section a s  if i t  were a channel by itself. 
4. The roughnesses of the walls and bed a r e  each homogeneous, 
although different. 
The derivation which follows applies to any reasonable shape of open 
channel section, It may a l so  be extended to cases  with more  than two types 
of roughness. 
The following fundamental quantities a r e  taken a s  known variables: 
U, S, g, v , pw, pb and A .  In addition, the quantities r ,  U*, f ,  and R, for  
the whole section, may be determined directly by Eqs. A-1 to  A - 4 .  The 
principal unknowns of in teres t  a r e  U*b, the friction velocity for the bed, 
rb' the bed hydraulic radius,  and fb, the bed friction factor. 
To solve the problem, fw must  a lso  be known. If the equivalent sand 
roughness of the side walls is known, then the value of f w  can be de ter -  
mined with some auxiliary calculations f rom a generalized pipe resis tance 
o r  Stanton diagram, such a s  the one given by House (42). Since the side 
walls were practically hydrodynamically smooth in the present  inve stiga - 
tions, the procedure for  finding fw will be somewhat simplified by the 
elimination of the relative roughness a s  one of the variables.  However, the 
general case  can be solved with the same type of approach. 
F o r  smooth walls,  fw will be a function only of the Reynolds narnber 
for  the wall which i s :  
Inasmuch as r w  is still unknown, rewr i te  Rw a s  
By Eqs. A-2 and A-3,  
f 2  
g rw S =  W u (A - 6 )  8 
and 
Hence 
and Eq. A-5 becomes 
Rw Thus the quantity - can  be found direct ly ,  but neither R w  nor f w  indi- 
fw 
vi dually. Consequently, it was necessa ry  to  construct a special  curve,  
Fig.  39, giving f as a function of ~ / f  o r  smooth-walled channels. Fig. 39 
i s  based on the graph of f vs.  R given by Rouse for  the Karman-Prandt l  
res i s tance  equation fo r  turbulent flow in  smooth pipes. Hence, knowing 
f and R ,  i t  was possible to  find f w  by Eq. A -9 and Fig. 39. 
Now the geometry requi res  that 
If r = A / ~  is substituted into Eq. A-7,  
A = P f  u2 
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Putting these expressions for  the a r e a  into Eq. A-1 0 and cancelling the 
2 common factor  U / 2 g ~ ,  the resul t  i s  
pf = pbfb  + pWfw (A-11) 
Since f is the only unknown, the solution is b 
F o r  rectangular channels of width b and depth d, where 
p = b + 2 d ,  
Pb = b, 
and p w = 2d, 
Eq. A-12 may be further  similified to 
By analogy with Eq. A-8, 
To complete the solution, U*b may be found from i t s  definition, Eq. A-2: 
Any other desired quantities, such a s  rw,  Aw, and Ab may be readily 
found f rom the fundamental equations. 
Sample Calculation 
The application of this side -wall correction method will be il lustrated 
for Run 2-1, for  which the bed i s  covered with dunes. The pertinent 
quantities whish were  measu red  direct ly ,  by methods outlined in Chap. IV, 
a r e  as follows: 
61 = 0.855 cfs  
d = 0 . 2 4 Q f t  
b = 2.79 f t  
S = 0.00278 
T = 2 5 . 5 ' ~  
F r o m  these,  the following quantities a r e  calculated using Eqs. A -1 to A-4: 
The next s tep  is to find fw, the fr ic t ion factor  for the smooth walls.  
By Eq. A - 9  
F r o m  Fig.  39, the value fw = 0.0236 is r ead  f rom the curve  for  ~ ~ / f ~  = 
6 ' 1.22 x 10 . 
Now by Eq. A-13 
fb = 0.101 , 
and by Eqs.  A-14 and A -15, 
The rat io of the mean bed shear  s t r e s s  to the over-al l  average i s  
Similarly for  the wall 
Since the average bed shear  is now a lmost  four t imes the wall shear ,  it i s  
c l ea r  that a very significant redistribution of shear  s t r e s s e s  has been 
caused by the increased roughness of the bed due to  the dunes. 
A side -wall correct ion is obviously indispensable; Johnson's 
method (19) a s  used he re  is the simplest and most reliable one. A slight 
improvement of the method, allowing for  different bed and wall section 
velocities, has been outlined by Brooks (18) but has not been used in r e -  
ducing the experimental r e  sul ts  because the increased labor of compu- 
tation i s  not worthwhile. 
APPENDIX B 
RELATED F L U M E  DATA B Y  OTHERS 
Some additional flume data for  experiments with beds of fine sand 
a r e  presented here for  the convenience of the reader .  Table 15 gives 
the data from Brooks's thesis  (18, 9) ,  and Table 16 presents  the data 
from Barton and L in t s  repor t  (1 1). In the latter case  the data have been 
rearranged and some additional calculations, such a s  side -wall co r rec  - 
tions, have been made to put the data in  the same form a s  the other data 
presented in this report .  
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TABLE 16  
S W N i Y  OF WW-S BY BARTON AND LIN I N  4-FOOT F'LUMF: AT COMRACO A & M COLLEGE LN 1955 
I S3nd Size:  D = 0.18 mm, # U = 0.041 mm ## I 
Notes: 
* The r u n s  are arrawed i n  order of i n c r e n s i y ,  v e l o c i t y .  
" The temperatures l i s t e d  ere npproxiwite uver.lgt.8 of Bnrtun snd Lin dnta. 
#D = Mean grain diameter 
AL# = Standard d ~ v i s t i o n ;  vnlue l i s t e d  above i s  the average of two v n l u e s ,  0.045 mm ( b r c n  19514) a n d  0.037 mm (July  19511). 
Length of flume = '70 f e e t .  
APBENDIX C 
GRAPHICAL SOLUTICN O F  EINSTEIN-BARBAROSSA EQUATIONS 
FGR DETERMINATION O F  r '  AND r". 
As  explained in  Chapter VI, Sec. C, Einstein and Barbarossa  (16) i n  
their  analysis of r i v e r  channel roughness divide both the shea r  velocity U, 
and hydraulic radius r into two pa r t s ,  one for the so-called grain r e s i s t -  
ance,  the other f o r  dune OF b a r  resis tance.  In mathematical notation, these 
relations were  expressed  by Eqs. 6,  9, 10 and 11 as 
Now the separat ion of r into r '  and r" can  never be direct ly  observed, 
but must  be calcu!ated f rom some as sumed  o r  derived relationships. 
Einstein and Barbarossa  suggest Eq, 12, i ,  e. : 
in which the correct ion factor x is given by a graph (16, Fig. 2) a s  a func- 
tion of ~ ~ / 6 '  a s  in  Eq. 13, which is 
where 6 '  is the thickness of the laminar  sublayer defined by Einstein a s  
11.6 v/u;. The equivalent sand roughness KS is taken a s  D65 by Einstein. 
The second main  relationship involves both r1  and r "  in the following 
way: 
To determine this  function f rom field observations,  Einstein and Barbarossa  
f i r s t  computed r ' ,  u; and x f rom Eqs.  C-3. C-5, and C - 6 ,  and then u; 
by Eq. C-2; next, calculated values of U/U; were plotted against $ ' and 
a curve was fitted to the points by eye to define the function f 2  in Eq. C -7.  
The objective of this appendix i s  mere ly  to show how the above calcu- 
lations may be facilitated it1 o r d e r  that large quantities of laboratory and 
field data can be checked easily against the curve proposed by Einstein and 
Barbarossa.  An evaluation of the assumptions and resul ts  of their rough- 
ness  analysis has already been presented in Chap. VI, Sec. C. 
The difficulty of the above procedure i s  that Eqs. C-3, C-5, and C-6 
have to be solved by t r i a l  and e r r o r  to determine r' . Substituting Eqs. C-3  
and C-6 into Eq. C -5, one obtains 
where a s  before the function f l  is defined by a curve. Basically there a r e  
three parameters  involved: 
The solution of Eq. C-8 for  r '  is laborious because r '  appears  in al l  three 
of these parameters ,  s o  that none of them is known directly before the t r i a l -  
and-error solution i s  s tar ted.  It is found more  convenient to  change the 
parameters  above to 
u - u (A) - - (same a s  (a)).  
'4 4 g r ' S  
(C) u3 = 11. 6 (a)  3 (b) (c) . 
Consequently, one may wri te  
- 
Now when r '  i s  unknown, but U, S, and M a r e  a l l  known, the second and 
S 
third pa ramete r s  can  be calculated direct ly  and the f i r s t  pa ramete r  involv- 
ing r '  is readily determined by Eq. C-9, without r e s o r t  to t r i a l  and e r r o r .  
F igure  40 is a graph of this function (Eq. C-9) derived f rom the 
Einstein-Barbarossa formulas .  To accomplish this  i t  was f i r s t  necessa ry  
to construct  a working graph as follows: 
r '  (1) Replace - x i n  Eq. C-5 by i t s  identical equivalent 
s 
u 2 i - 
(WS s u* 
U ( 2 )  Select var ious values of -,- and compute corresponding values 
u* 
u 1.T 
Of - and plot a graph of the relation between these two 
,,/B KS S 
pa ramete r s  (not shown). Using this graph the calculation of 
points f o r  the construction of Fig. 40 proceeded in the follow- 
ing way: 
(3)  Select a convenient value of U 
(4) Select a convenient value of x. 
u ( 5 )  F r o m  working graph (i tem 2 above) find the value of -,- c o r r e s  - 
-- u* 
ponding to  the value of 2/;; (from (3) and (4)). 
,q/m 
K 
S ( 6 )  F r o m  x, find - by the Einstein-Barbarossa curve (16, Fig.  2, 
o r  23, Fig.  4). 6' 
u3 K u u 2 (7) Compute -= ( 2 ) ( 1 1 . 6 ) ( - ) (  
g V S  6' uk dw) 

(8) Repeat fo r  various points; plot and draw curves  a s  shown in 
Fig. 40. 
The s imilar i ty  of Fig.  40 to  the cotnmon pipe-friction diagram is 
surpris ing.  To emphasize this  s imi lar i ty ,  the ordinate scale has been in- 
ver ted s o  that the higher values of f ( . , lower values of u/u;) a r e  
toward the top of the graph. The sloping line on the left i s  for channels 
which a r e  smooth (with respec t  to  the grain resis tance only) a s  indicated 
' r T  T.3 
by the fact  that i t  is the l imit  a s  U 
-$ m ( o r  KS -+ 0 )  with - 
m s  g v s  
fixed. Similarly,  the horizontal l ines  a t  the right represent  the rough chan- 
3 
nel regime where U/U; ceases  to  be a function of U / g v  S. 
To i l lustrate  the use of Fig. 40, consider Run 2-1 a s  an  example. 
Since a side-wall correct ion has  been made, the hydraulic radi i  r ,  r '  and 
r" a r e  replaced by rb,  r '  and r{ which apply to the bed section only. b ' 
F r o m  Tables 5 and 6 it is found that: 
U = 1.28 fps  
S = 0.00278 
rb = 0.231 f t  
U,b = 0.144 fps 
T = 2 5 . 5 O ~  
Ks = Db5 = 0. 155 m m  = 0.00051 ft  
The kinematic viscosity fo r  this  tempera ture  i s  v = 0.955 x ft2/sec.  
F i r s t ,  one evaluates the pa ramete r s  (B) and (C) above: 
Next f rom Fig. 40 is  obtained 
whence 
- 1.28 - U& - - - 0,0703 fps 
1 8 . 2  
2 
and u+ - r f  = - - ( 0 . 0 7 0 3 ) ~  = 0.055 ft. b g s 32.2  x 0.00278 
Therefore,  
r f t  = rb - r i  = 0.231 - 0.055 = 0.176 it .  b 
The quantity u i  may be computed f rom Eq. C-4 (or  C-2) as 
ug = = 4 32.2 x 0.176 x 0.00278 = 0.125 fps 
F r o m  this is found 
The computations a r e  concluded by calculating 
These l a s t  two quantities a r e  the ordinate and absc i s sa ,  respectively,  in  
Figs .  27, 28, and 29; this  par t icular  point is plotted on Fig.  27. 
In summary ,  this  appendix has  shown how the problem of determining 
r '  by the Einstein-Barbarossa equations can be solved much m o r e  easi ly  
using the pa ramete r s  (A), (B) and (C) in  conjunction with Fig.  40, instead 
of by the t r i a l  and e r r o r  procedure originally suggested by these investi-  
gator  s. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
A = a rea  of c ro s s  section 
a = distance from stream bed to point of reference for suspended 
load equation 
b = width of flume (rectangular channel) 
C = Chezy coefficient = U/ 
c = point concentration a t  the distance y from the bed 
c = pointconcentrationat y = a  
a 
'rnd = sediment concentration a t  mid-depth .(y = d/2) 
- 
C = sediment discharge concentration, or concentration of sediment 
in a sample of the discharge = G / Q  (weight per unit volume) 
D = grain diameter 
D = geometric mean sieve diameter 
E 
Ds = mean sedimentation diameter 
D35 = grain size for which 3570 of sand is  finer (similarly for D Db5, etc.) 50' 
d = mean depth of flow 
F = Froude number = U/ fid- 
f = Darc y - Weisbach friction factor fo r  channel = €3 (u*/u) 2 
f '  = part  of f associated with grain resistance 
f" = part  of f associated with dune o r  bar resistance 
£b = friction factor for bed alone, calcu ated from sidewall 
correction procedure = 8 ( u * ~ / u )  $ 
f 
W 
= friction factor for walls 
- 
G = total sediment discharge = CCZ (weight per unit time) 
g = gravitational acceleration 
K = equivalent sand roughness (= Db5) 
S 
k = von Karman universal constant 
= von Karman constant a t  the centerline of a rectangular channel 
LIST G F  SYMBCLS (cont'd) 
m = slope of velocity profile (units of velocity pe r  cycle) 
n = Manning's roughness coefficient 
Pf = powerrequiredtoovercomehydraulicresistancetoflow 
Ps = power required to suspend sediment in  en t i re  c ross-sec t ion  
P' = power required to suspend sediment in a thin layer  near  the bed S 
P = wetted per imeter  
Q = discharge (volume per  unit t ime) 
9 = discharge pe r  unit width = ~ / b  
r ' o r  r' = b 
r ' f o r  r "  = b 
sediment discharge pe r  unit width = ~ / b  
Reynolds number = 4ur /v  
Reynolds number f a r  wall section = 4 u r W / v  
hydraulic radius  = bd/(b + 2d) 
hydraulic rad i i  for  bed and wall sections of flow, obtained 
by side -wall correct ion procedure 
pa r t  of r o r  
r b  associated with gra in  res i s tance  
pa r t  of r o r  r associated with dune or  bar  res i s tance  
( r l '  = r - r t  ; 
b 
r; = r b  - r i )  . 
slope of energy grade line 
pa r t  of slope associated with grain res i s tance  
par t  of slope associated with dune o r  bar  resis tance 
slope of flume 
tempera ture  of water  
mean velocity = ~ / b d  
shear  velocity for  whole channel = 4- = . , d f l  
shea r  velocity for bed only = d q  
velocity a t  distance y up from the bed 
mean velocity on a ver t ical  section 
LIST O F  SYMBOLS (cont'd) 
mean velocity on the centerline vertical  of a rectangular 
channel 
shear  velocity for  two-dimensional flow = d r =  I/= 
shea r  velocity on the centerline of a rectangular channel 
shear  velocity for grain resis tance only = 
A/- 
- 
shea r  velocity for  dune o r  bar  resis tance only = Vgr; S 
settling velocity of sand grains  
parameter  for transit ion from rough to smooth walls in 
logarithmic friction formula 
distance up f rom the bed of the s t r eam 
exponent in suspended load equation ( see  Eq. 23)  
ra t io  of turbulent diffusion coefficient fo r  sediment to that 
for momentum 
unit weight of sand gra ins  
unit weight of water 
thickness of laminar  sublayer = 11.6 V/U* 
kinematic viscosity of water  
m a s s  density of water  
m a s s  density of sand part ic les  
geometric s tandard deviation of sand -s ize distribution 
mean shear  s t r e s s  on the boundary of a channel 
pa r t  of bed shear  s t r e s s  associated with grain resis tance 
pa r t  of bed shear  s t r e s s  associated with dune or  bar  resistance 
Einstein 's  dimensionless parameter  fo r  relative intensity of 
shear  on representat ive part ic le  (D35 ) 
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